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Contributor to this I sue 
, RR LL I r PF, Mari tta, Penn I\ania, is urator 
of the Pennsylvania Farm 1us('um at Lwdi alley, 
Lane aster, Penns} I ania under the II istori al and 
1useum oJJ1mis ion of the ommonwealth. grad-
uate of the ooperstown program in mt'l'ican folklifc 
under the State ni er ity of ew York, he is a sp ial-
ist in eally IntTican al ts and crafts. I l is mo t rcccnt 
article for our p, ges was "I ecoratC'd F Ik Furnittlle," 
PC1l71 s),ll'ania Folkli/l') :2 ( \'Vinter I 70-1 71) 2-8 . 
ELL ' .J. 'E II RET, Perkionwn ille, Pennsyl ania, 
is Director of th ,oschenhoppen l'olklifc useum at 
Creen Lane in lontgomery OIlnty. specialist in 
carly Penmylvania textile ancl dress, she is the author 
of the forthc oming volumc' R'llal Pl'll1lfylliallia ,Ioth-
ill~, 1750- 1810, t he published in I 7·' by )eorge 
hum\ ay of York , Penns} Ivania . 
. K:.Y ER, Lu('on , P nmyl anifl, one of thc' 
founder of oschenhoppen T l istot ians, In., and ura-
tor f the )osclwnhoppen Folklife I\ l usc 'um , has work d 
in many research areas in Pennsylvania Jerman culture. 
Il is I, test article on our pag wa "~ardens and 
,ardening- among the Pennsylv nia H'tman ," Pcnll-
sylvania Folkli/c, : 3 ( pring 1971 ), 2-15. 
1 R. L T KLER, State :ollegc, Pennsy lvani, 
is a mell1b'l' f the Department of stronomy:tt the 
Pennsyl ani. ni ersity. 1'h arti Ie contained 
in this isslle is the thir I in his se t iI's on Pennsylvania 
)erm, n astronomical knowledge and a, tro logi al be-
liefs . The rese, rch was supported by a grant from the 
Collq~c of ,c ience , Pennsylvania tatc niversity. 
I R . ~ E. B RR I 'K, 'atlislC', Pennsylvania, is a 
memb r of the ] kpa t tl11ent of I omance Languagc's a t 
Shippc 'n, burg , tate :ollC'ge, To thi, issue he conU ibutes 
a do 11111 nt, ry rti Ie an analysis of the account b ok 
f a Lutheran minister in entral Pennsyl ani, from 
the 1850's and 18 O's. ther articles I y D r. Barric' k 
h, (' appeared in the I\c),IIOIlC Folklolc Quar/{'I/Y and 
Hllwolagia l~II/OIJal'a in addition to Pl'llllfylvallia Falk-
Ii/I'. 
I R. F Rl b !)R1 C II KRI',B" 'Iw}'er, \'\cst )lTmany, 
retin'd an hi ist of the Palatine State rchi cs at 
Speyer, has furnished us with a Icnl"thy set i('s of arti les 
on 18th entmy ellligration to thc' ew \ oriel, partic-
ularly Pennsyh,lni,. The materials in this isslI(' arC' 
t!';lnslated from the ,('rman pniociic als, lll'ssisch(' 
Fami/il ' /Ikullr/I. X X \ ' ( I 8). columns 311-3H, and 
Ao/rlll/fiLer II'schichIH"'/('ill, XXX ( I "5),63-66, 
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Calligraphic Drawings and 
Pennsylvania German Fraktur 
By RR LL H PF 
The hi tory of that form of ca lligraphy known a 
round hand Aouri hing as it \Va practiced in Europe 
and thi country i inlriguing wh n analyzed under 
the topical heading of a culturation . Thi articlc will 
a lt mpt to providc an in ight into the origin of ca lli g--
raphic Aouri hing, it gene i and ext n ion not only 
ge g-raphically, but v n morc important it cultural 
int g-ration ulminating, for our in pection, in outh-
ea t rn Penn ylvania by the latte r d cad of th 19th 
entury. 
It become quite appa rent through the ana lysi of 
hi torical printed soure that the intangible process 
of acculturation i a key fa tor in material ultur 
tudie of diver e nature. I t i evid nt, for in lance, 
that long- e tabli hed Europea n di tary traditions were 
naturally modified a coloni t ettled along th eoa t 
of Torth Am ri ca. For it was h re that what wa to 
become an important food taple and c()l11modit\ in 
thi country, maile, wa introduced to Engli . h and 
European euler by indigenou Indian tribe. The 
ignificance of thi gra in crop wa not d by \\, illi'1m 
Bl adford for h wrotc in I 21: " fterward the\' began 
to plant their corn. in which er Ie guanto tood 
th m in great tad, howing them both th manner 
and how to et it, and after how to dr '1ncl tend it. ' 
nother int r ting account, from the 18t h l'ntury, 
recognizi ng accultura tion in progr ,i to b found in 
th publi hed journal of P t r Kalm for the year 1719. 
'v illiam T. D a\'i, cd. , Bradford's H istor), of Plymollth 
Plantation, 1606- 1646 ( 'ew York: har! scribner's ons, 
1908), p. 115. A note of add d interest regarding the im-
portance of corn i that in 1751 alone, 90,7 13 bushel f 
corn were exported from Pennsylvania. The figure is taken 
from Benjami n Rush, M anners of the German inh abltallts 01 
Pennsylvania. 
Figure 5. T itle page from the Albrecht copybook published in N urnberg in 1764. The classical baroque com-
position of the design may have been copied from an engraving of the period and reinterpretlid through the use 
of flourished strokes. Pennsylvania Farm Museum Collection. 
2 
H e wri tes: "Almost a ll the old Swedes say, that on 
their fir t a rrival in this country, they made stables 
for their ca ttle, as is u sual in weden ; bu t a the Eng-
lish came, and settled a mong them, a nd left their 
cattle in the fi elds a ll win ter, as is customary in Eng-
land , they left off their former custom, a nd adopted the 
Engli h one. T hey owned, however, tha t the cattle suf-
fered greatly in winter, when it was very cold, especial-
ly when it froze a fter a rain ; and that some cattle were 
ki ll ed by it in several p laces, in the long winter of the 
year 1741.'" 
So too, civilized man's styles of written communica-
tion were copied and modifi ed by the various cul tural 
groups promoting contacts of diverse sor ts with one an-
other. Probably some of the earl iest exchanges df this 
nature took place between the established scriptoria of 
medieval Europe a nd Engla nd. It was also in these in-
stitutions tha t ea rly attempts a t flourishing were orig-
ina ted for by the 14th Centu ry decorative cursive em-
bellishments were being introduced into the forma l com-
position of church ma nuscripts. In a n analysis of a 
manusc rip t book Psalter and H ours (F ig. 1), the fol-
lowing comments provide insight in to the origins of 
' Peter K a1m, Travels into N orth America (London, 1772) , 
I , 350. 
Figure 2. Page from a Church M issal depicting the 
formal angular calligraphic hand with marginal pen 
fl ourishes. T his m anuscript was executed in Paris in 
the latter part of the 14th Century. Courtesy of the 
Walt ers A rt GaLlery, Baltimore. 
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'Figure I . Page fro m an early 14th Cen tury English 
manuscript Psalter .and H ours illustrating early at -
tem pts at calligra phic pen embellishments. Courtesy 
of the Walt ers Art Gallery, Baltim ore, Al aryland . 
Figure 6. Page of a Last W ill and T estament from 
Lancaster County, Pennsylvania, dat ed 1771. Th e fi sh 
in flourished form appears quite fr equently in 18th and 
19th Century writ ing books. The signature of Edward 
Shippen is also beautifully executed and exemplifi es the 
trend of cursive ornamental writing appearing common-
place in secular fi elds of commerce ,and law. Anonym ous 
loan. 
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f10uri hing : "The relentless sharpne s of the lettering 
[formal gothic minuscules and rubricated captions] has 
been relieved-as is usual in Engli h manu cripts of 
this kind- not only by the gaiety of color and burnished 
gold in historiated initials and in line-fillers, but mo t 
notably by the fluent and abundant use of marginal pen-
embelli hments. This kind of ornamentation by its 
very nature is a calligraphic one, and was developed 
to a high degree in England.'" Fig. 2 represents an 
example of European work, a church Mi sal produced 
in Paris in the second half of the 14th Century. R efer-
ring to this piece: "The particular mannerism of the 
marginal pen-flourishes are a hallmark of the Paris 
scriptoria of the fourteenth century.''' 
Du ring the 15th Century a gradual demand for books 
of a secular nature instituted the growth of what "were 
really editoria l or publishing houses.''' The e establish-
ment atered to the ri ing literary demands of an 
emerging affluent middle class. Fig. 3 " is one of only 
five or six known fifteenth century writing manuals" and 
therefore can be considered one of the earliest known 
examples of a writing manual. It is a ttributed to 
Austria and about the middle of the 15th Century. 
It is thought to have been executed at the Benedictine 
'Two Th ousand Years of Calligraphy, comp il ed by D orothy 
E. Miner, V ictor 1. Carlson, and P . W. Filby. This book 
is a ca ta logue of an exhibit of calligraphy organized in 1965 
by the Ba ltimore M useum of Art, the Peabody Insti tute 
L ibrary, and the W alters Art Gallery. The quotation is 
taken from page 49. 
<Ib id., p. 50. 
' Ibid., p . 53. 
Figure 3. D ou -






writing styles of 
the period. The 
trend towards a 
cursive hand is 
ob vious in this 
work and also in 
Figure 4. Cour-
tesy of Mr. and 
Mrs. Philip H of-
fe r. 
4 
Abbey of Melk. "Thi li ttle treati e wa dc iO'ned not 
so much to introduce a beginner to th art of ca llig-
raphy as to a i t the in tructor in pr cntinO' ba ic 
rules. 1uch of the text is in ver e form , and illu tratc 
different kjnds of secretary hand current in G rman ' 
at the time. All, whether formal, fractured and flour-
ished hand, as at the left of the illu tration or a mor 
current hand in lette r of small lze a at the right 
are basica lly a 'ba tard' cript."· Ba tard ript de not 
varying styles of written hand characterized b rapidl 
executed curved and sloping troke a oppo ed to 
established slow formal angu la r gothi book hands of 
the period. However, the cur i e styles graduall be-
came the rule rather than the exception by the early 
decades of the 16th Century and it i from thi period 
and lasting approximately four enturie, that flour-
ishing techniques were developed and utilized a an 
important element of ca lligraphy. 
"Spreading a knowledge of beautiful scripts through-
out the civilized world, printed a lligraphic manual 
became a means of enhancing one of the most per onal 
and basic forms of communication.''' Truly, the in-
vention of the printing press and movable type was a 
major motivating factor in disseminating quantities of 
books both liturgical and secular. Then too, the basic 
nature of manuscripts was broader. A well cultivated 
hand was important not only for governmental and 
church documents, but now required also in a rapidly 
expanding area of commercial and economic a tivity. 
"I bid., p. 54. 
' Ibid ., p. 75. 
The earliest printed writing manuals were composed 
of woodcut illustrations such as in Fig. 4. The script 
is identified as chancery cursive and plainly foreshadows 
the trend towards rapid methods of handwriting 
emphasizing cursive and round letters. The gatherin~ 
momentum of printed writing manuals justified by 
a public demand was felt throughout Europe and 
England. Pertaining to England, "from 1680-1740 
hardly a year passed without an important copy book 
appearing. And a ll of this activity and interest was 
caused by just two things: the rising importance of 
English commercial enterprise, and the development 
under these writing masters, of a round, even, flowing 
hand for business correspondence, which proved to be 
a well-nigh perfect technique when used by well 
trained clerks. It was legible, neat in appearance, 
and, above a ll, swifter in execution than any of the 
hands practiced at that time elsewhere in Europe.'" 
The same style of flourish hand was simultaneously 
being taught and practiced in Europe, and primarily 
through the means of writing manuals, most of which, 
by now, were copperplate engra ved. Figure 5 shows 
the title page of a writing manual created by J ohann 
Christoph Ubrecht in urnberg in 1764. Twenty-five 
specimen plates illustrate calligraphic styles of " Fractur, 
Chancery, a nd Cursive Script." Accompanying the dif-
ferent scripts are varied flouri shed motifs and patterns, 
'This quotation is from the introduction by Philip Hoffer 
to the reprin t edition of The Uni versal Penman (London, 
1743 ) , reprinted by Dover Publications, New York, 1941. 
the complete book epitomizing the potentiality of the 
skilled calligraphic hand. 
At this stage it is relevant to consider the impact 
of the new calligraphy upon the American colonies. 
In all probabili ty the new cursive style was introduced 
at an early date into America. In Boston, for example, 
lived one Philemon Pormont, a schoolmaster, who was 
teaching writing instruction to children in 1635. It 
was considered an essentia l portion of a curriculum 
designed to develop the art of keeping accounts.' Such 
instruction could be offered in a "writing school" where 
emphasis was placed on a career in a n accounting house 
and was a separate institution apart from the grammar 
schoo1. '• Abiah Holbrook, 1718-1769, was the master 
of the South Writing School in Boston. H e left 
for posterity the m anuscript copy book The Writing 
M aster's Amusem ent, one of the earliest known copy 
books to be compiled in America. 
Writing masters, both professionally trained and self-
styled, often traveled about the rural ew England 
countryside stopping long enough to conduct classes 
in homes, or with permission, in the village school or 
meetinghouse. Pa rticularly in the 18th Century one 
official source of inspiration for the writing m aster 
could have been a copy of George Bickham's The 
Universal Penman. Bickham w.as a London engraver 
and ca lligrapher who began his book in 1733. O ver 
'R ay Nash, Some Early American Writing Books and Masters 
(Hanover, New H ampshire, 1943 ), p . 8. 
" I bid., p. 9. 
~iItr M1IfiJIIQ Jrn~ -
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Figure 4. Dou-
bl e page from 
an e arly 16th 
Century Italian 
writing manual 
com p 0 se d of 
woodcut illustra-
tions of chancery 
cursive script. 
Thi s style o f 
script was devel-
oped in the pa-
pal chancery as 
a spee,dier writ-
ing style for less 
formal d,ocu -
m ents. Th e cre-
ator of this little 
copybook was 
Ludovico d e g l i 
Arrighi who was 
employed as a 
writer of briefs 
in the Apostolic 
Chanc e ry in 
Rome. Courtesy 
of Mr. and Mrs. 
Philip Hoffer. 
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Figure 7. M ennonite Vorsc hri ft, " H uppert Cassel his hand and pen/' da ted 1769. I nk and water color medium . 
Format of this exam ple closely follows the German copy book exam ple in Figure 8. I t is reasonable to cO l/ clude 
that the V orschrift com position is basically an academ ic phenom enon rather than a conceived concept at the folk-
cultural level. Courtesy of the S chwenkfelder L ibrary, P ennsburg, Pennsylvania. 
a period of eight years the book \\'a i ued in fifty-
two part with the number of plates tota ling 212 . 
Be ides the finely execut d roundhand a lphabets, 
numerous flourished fi gure decora te the pla te . Birds, 
fi h, human head , the quill pen a nd other ornamenta l 
moti f app ar throughout. The point in perspective, 
however, is regard Ie s of where such de ign appear, 
whether in Bickham or Albrecht, in English or con-
tinenta l sources, these de ign a ll bea r a grea t resem-
blance to one another. These motifs amount to a 
univer a l compila tion and were popula r in a ll eoun-
trie. In all probability they were free ly adapt d from 
one copy book to another either verba tim or with 
a rti t's license. 
Figure 8. Plate depicting a V orschrift composition 
from the Albrecht co pybook of 1764. Ornamental 
fl ourishing, angular fraktur -type lettering and connec-
ted cursive script are all illustrated in this composition. 
Pennsylvania Farm AI useum Collection. 
6 
Among the Pennsylvania German it wa th chool-
master ra ther than a writing mast r \ ho \Va re pon ibl 
for introdu ing fl ouri hing and roundhand writing into 
the community. Our major purpo her is to analyz 
bri fly the influence which Houri hing techniques had 
upon Pennsy lvania German fra ktur manu cript . To 
begin, it is probably wi e to con ider th intentional 
purpose of the e documents within the folk community. 
Dr. Don Yoder has contributed the mos t recent com-
mentary concerning the intrinsi va lue of fraktur to 
the people by whom and fo r whom it was produced . 
" F raktur flouri shed for a lmost a century b cause it was 
ne ded in the culture tha t produced it. It was a visual, 
Figure 9. Plate from a Dutch copybook published in 
R otterdam in 1605. Besides the sujJerb fl ourishing, 
note also the bird motif similar to that in the Cassel 
V orschrift, Figure 7. Pennsylvania Farm M useum Col-
lection. 
mora l, and religious symbol of the individual's relation 
to the institu tions with in the fo lk-culture-the church, 
the school, and the fam ily- the three institutions which 
were the individual's triple focus in life."" 
Probably more from an art historian's point of view, 
Dr. Donald Shelly's earlier statement is in basic agree-
ment with that of Yoder's. "Although F raktur work 
took many forms and varied widely in its contents, it 
I t is only natural, given the ba ic academic nature 
of Frak tur as a totality, tha t its creators would be 
susceptible to seeking sources from arti tic level above 
what is normall y considered the folk-cultural level, in 
other Vlords, sources which exi ted outside of the local 
community. Pa rti cularly in the 18th Century the 
abundance of copy books advocating sc ript styles and 
flourished pa tterns, a nd which were produced In Gcr-
Figure 10. Schwenkfelder Vorschrift signed by Abraham H eebner and dated 1772. This example is probably 
from Montgomery County, Pennsylvania. The motifs and basic composition bear strong resemblance tv Figure 11, 
a plate from an English co pybook published in London in 1795. Conceivably there could have been a common 
source of design for both examples. Courtesy of the Sch wenkfelder Library. 
was motivated by three chief aims. These aims, listed 
according to the frequency with which they appear, 
were : ( 1) to preserve a record of birth a nd baptism, 
(2 ) to emphasize a religious truth , a nd (3 ) to present 
an attractive and colorful design.'''' 
"Don Yoder, Vernon S. Gunnion, and Carroll J. R opf, 
Pennsylvania German Fraktur and Color Drawings (Lancaster 
Pennsylvania : Landis V alley Associates, 1969 ), p . 8. 
manic Central Europe, were a direct influence upon 
Fraktur manuscripts produced in tha t a rea, and un-
doubtedly their value for designs and composition was 
carried over into Pennsylvania Germa n fraktur, and 
primarily that produced in the 18th Century. 
" Donald A. Shelley, The Fraktur-Writings or Illu.minated 
Manuscripts of th e Pennsylvania Germans (Allentown Penn-




Figure 11 . Page from an English copybook published 
in L ondon by . Johnson in 1795. Pennsylvania Farm 
Museum ollection. 
Fig. 5, a Vor chrift by "Huppert Ca el hi hand 
and p n," dated 1769, is important in that it is a 
good example of the unfoldment of the accultura tion 
proce. ot a strong imilarity in overa ll de ign to 
Fi~. 6, a plate from the brecht opy book of 1764. 
A large flourished fir t initial lead into two fl ourished 
motif ac ros the top of the page. Immediately blow 
are two graduated lin s of fraktur lette ring in Fig. 6, 
and thr e line in Fig. 5. Beneath the fraktur lettering 
in both xample a re veral lines executed in German, 
the cript bcing ur ive and onnected. From this point 
the imil a rity ends ; however, the Ca el vorschrift i 
conti nu d in Engli h in the same tyle of cu r ive script. 
The bird motif in the Ca el manuscript bear a strong 
re emblan to the motif in Fig. 7, a page from a copy 
book printed over a hundred year earli er in Rotterdam 
in the etherland. I point thi out mer Iy to stre 
agai n the strong re emblanc of fl ouri hed motifs ap-
pea ring in numerou copy books regardle s of their 
ongIn. onc ivably there could have be n a common 
ource, ci th r Europ an or English, for the identical 




Figure 12. Title-page from American copybook The 
P nman's Paradise published in t. Louis) M issouri) in 
1848. Copybooks such as this provided the inspiration 
throuoh their pictorial plates for many of the 19th 
Century flourished pictures. Figures 14 and 15 are 
t)'pical of this work. Pennsylvania Farm A,Juseum Col-
lection. 
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lion with text in between a appc ar in Fig . 8 and 9, 
a lthough in thi case, the illu tration in Fig. 9 i from 
an engra\' d Engli h CoPY book pubJi hed in London 
in 1795. Fig. 8 i a 01 chrift rea ted twenty-three 
year earlier in outhea tern P nn yh'ania and irrl1ed 
by braham H eebner. 
The practice of Aouri hing did not nece a rily di 
among the Penn Ivania erman a did th art f 
fraktur illumination. Thi gradual decline wa in tigated 
in part by th aboli hment of th paro hial hool and 
the mergence of public chool who e urriculum weI' 
d igned to in till e ular and national vallie a p-
po ed to perpetuating su h traditional cultura l form 
a the rcligiou or chrift. In time, there roded awa 
any bond between the individual and the old folk-
ultura l alue. 
Fi aure 13. A page from Knapp and Rightmyer)s Th 
P nman's Paradi illustrating flourished motifs com-
bined with cursive writing in the form of a properly 
executed receipt of payment. Pennsylvania Farm Muse-
um Collection. 
However, even within the public school ther r-
ma in d a practical need of introducing students to 
effi cient cur ive writing t hniques and its artistic 
equivalent- Aourishing. Throughout the 19th C ntury 
a number of penmanship books were print d and 
available to the publi . These publica tion could have 
either been used in the schools or in the home. G n ral-
ly, the books seem to have found a popular acceptance 
throughout the ountry including the P nnsylvania Ger-
man areas of P nn yl vania. Fig. 12 ill ustrat a ti tIe 
page from a book of thi nature. It consists of fourteen 
page depicting roundhand alphabets and num rous 
ornamental flourished motifs. \ ording of the title 
page amply clarifies the purpose of this publi ation 
in addition to reminding the read r that cursive script 
and ornamental Aouri hing went hand in hand as far 
as in truction was concerned. 1any of the motifs ap-
pearing on the pages are, for all intentional purposes, 
Figure 14. Flourished lion executed by ]. M. Scheaf-
fer of Farmersville, Pennsylvania, in 1883. Scheaffer 
.also executed a running deer and eagle with banner. 
Pennsylvania Farm Museum Collection. 
very similar to motifs appearing in the earl ier versIOns 
of copy books. This then, amounts to an accumula ted 
vocabula ry of motifs used over and over and passed 
on to be reintroduced to succeeding generations. Still, 
each version or interpreta tion of these motifs retained 
a certain amount of integrity in tha t it possesssed 
characteris tics of the period in which it was produced. 
Figure 15. Flour-
ished lion by u1. B. 
Carolus, Dixon, Il-
linois," dated 1885. 
Even though these 
figures appeared in 
copybooks, the per-
sonal interpret{ltion 
by each artist re-
fl e ct s individual 
characteristics of 
the artist's m ental 
concepts combined 
with his personal 
ability to execute 
the picture. Au-
thor's Collection. 
For instance, the motifs throughout K napp and Right-
myer's volume assume a ra ther gentle roma ntic or 
idyllic quality which was particularl y characteristic of 
art a nd litera ture in the mid -19th Century. The same, 
or nearly identical motifs, created a hundred or more 
years ea rlier, portray an exuberant classical quality 
rela tive to the ba roque renai sa nce movement prevalent 
in Europe a t the time. 
O rnamental flourishing had pretty well run its course 
by the early decades of the 20th Century, although 
copy books pertaining to the fundamentals of cu rsive 
or " pencerian"" writing continued to be used in 
schools. As an art form flourishing maintained a re-
spected interim of interest lasting fo r some four hun-
dred years. W hile it was not a form of expression con-
ceived at a folk-cultural level, it was used in folk soci-
eties, as for example the Pennsylvania Germans, who 
u til ized it in many of their fraktur manuscripts. In 
its earliest stage flourishing was a n outgrowth of higher 
academic pursui ts, bu t as time progressed it did seem 
to fi lter down through the strata of society a nd found 
a n acceptance as a creative endeavor a t the various 
levels. 
" Occasiona lly one will come u pon the te rm " Spencer ian" 
d rawing as an iden tification for a fl ourished drawing. For 
the mos t pa rt this terminology may be considered a part of 
con temporary nomenclatu re (however inaccurate it may be 
a t times ) to iden tify objec ts of early material cul ture. Platt 
R ogers Spencer only began to p ublish his copy books in the 
1840's. See N ash, op. cit., p . 23 . 
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Flax Processing In Pennsylvania 
FROM SEED TO FIBER 
By ELLE J. GEHRET 
Our flax has it beauties, an elegant green, 
Wizen it shoots from the ('arth enamels the scene, 
W hen broken and moisten'd in filaments fine, 
Our midens they draw the flexible line.' 
ne o[ the mo t important dome tic tasks in rural 
Penn} I ania prior to 1870 wa the cul tivation and 
p roc ing o[ fl ax to be ul t imately u cd [or clothing 
and hou ehold linen . A earl y a 1698 there i a 
report tha t g reat qua nti tie of both flax a nd hemp 
'M rs . Ferguson, "The Pennsylvania pinner's ong," The 
Perkiomen R egion, X II : 2 ( 1934),3 7. 
D L . KEY ER 
were grown In Penn yl ania' and at the a rne tim 
quantitic of both fl ax and hemp \\' r being imported 
into Penn yk ani.a [rom l a ryland, irginia, R h d 
I land , w York ew England, a nd wfoundland.' 
There wa a note in th Lan a ter n \\' pap r that it 
\ a xp ted tha t 1788 would be a bump r y a r for 
the production of fl ax, and tha t th ntir rop would 
be proce sed into loth by th fa nner of the ta t " 
'Gab riel Thoma, H istory of Pen nsylvania Published in 
L ondon in 1698 (H arrisbu rg, Pa., 1935), p . 15 . 
'Fran is C. R osenberger, " A Treasury of Penn ylva nia Ger-
man Litera ture," I n timate Glimpses of the Pennsylva nia Ger-
m ans ( Pennsylva nia German ociety, 1966), p. 55. 
'eue npartheyisc he L ancaster Ze itung, April 2, 1788. 
Flax scutching frolic in I ndiana County, Pennsylvania, in 1860, painted by L inton Park and shown here through 
the courtesy of the National Gallery of A rt, W ashingto n, D .C . Gift of Edgar William and Bernice Chrysler Garbish. 
n:r"""- --
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It is not the purpose of this paper to pursue the 
deta il ed history of flax production but rather to inves-
tigate the methods used in the cul tiva tion and prepara-
tion of the fl ax plant for spinning. Other aspects of 
the flax culture which are left for future investigation 
are spinning technology, weaving, and the dyeing pro-
cess. 
The sources of information fo r this study were 
primarily written ra ther than oral accounts, since the 
period in which flax cultivation and processing was 
actively pursued by the Pennsylvania fa rm family came 
to a close just prior to the period remembered by even 
the oldest living informants. 
PREPARATION, SOWING AND CARE OF THE FLAX FIELD 
earl y every farm in early Pennsylvania had a fl ax 
patch or as the Pennsylvania Dutch called it, a {lachs 
schtick. It was generally located in the meadow "close 
by the run,' " in soil which was "moist yet not wet 
therefore well drained."· Samuel H eller further sub-
stantiated this when he related that his grandmother 
said that flax does not do too well in a heavy soil such 
as limestone but does best in gravel soil. ' Additional 
information on the proper soils comes from an early 
technical source which says, "The soils most sui~ble 
' Eli K eller, " Flax Culture," The Perkiomen Region, IX: 3 
( 1931 ) , p. 78 . This excellen t di alect poem on the flax process 
will be hereafter noted as " K eller poem." 
GEli Keller, "Flax and Its Utility," The Pennsylvania-German, 
IX: 6 ( 1908 ), 26 7. This English language articl e will here-
after be noted as " K eller Flax Utility. " 
' Interview with Samuel R. H eller of Farmersville, Penn-
sylvania, October 11, 1970. 
P lo wing f o r flax was 
done by the sam e m eth-
od used for other crops. 
Th e woodcut is from the 
1801 almanac printed in 
Lancaster, Pennsylvania, 
by Johann Albrecht. 
for flax, besides the alluvial kind, are deep friable 
loams, and such as contain a large proportion of veg-
etable matter in their compos ition. Strong clays do 
not answer well, nor soil s of a gravelly or dry sandy 
nature. But whatever be the kind of soil , it ought 
neither to be in too poor nor too rich a condition; 
because in the lat ter case, the fl ax is apt to grow too 
luxuriant and to produce a coarse sort, and, in the 
former case, the plant, from growing too weakly, af-
fords only a small produce."· 
Thus fa r only two living informants have come to 
light who know the location of the fl ax pa tch on their 
ancestral farms- R aymond Kline of R ed Hill , Mont-
gomery County, and H arry Stauffer of Fa rmersville, 
Lancaster County. It is probably only coincidental , 
but both men indicated the location of their grand-
fathers' flax patches and both are on slopes with a 
northern exposure. Neither of these two pa tches was 
too far from the farm buildings. H owever, flax is a 
very soil-exhausting crop and requires crop rotation 
to do well, so it is quite likely that in the two above-
mentioned cases flax was sown in the "flax patch" on 
some kind of a rotational basis. 
As far as can be determined the fl ax field was usual-
ly located in one corner of the oats fi eld. This was 
dones because the fl ax was sown and ripened at about 
the same time as the oats: Alexander M arshall in 1879 
stated that part of the cornfield not seeded to rye was 
in the following spring appropriated as follows: "A 
small portion was seeded to fl ax, another small portion 
·Colin M ackenzie, Five Th ousand R eceipts in All The Use-
ful and Domestic Arts . .. (Phil adelphia, 1825), p. 559. 
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with potatoe and the balance to oat ,"'0 Thu In the 
many source examined on the subject of the location 
of the flax patch all are in complete agreement that 
regardless of where in Penn ylania the flax wa cul-
ti\'ated it was in one corner of the oat field. 
The size of the flax field varied according to the 
number of people who had to be clothed and bedded 
by the crop produced, but it i safe to say that there 
were probably few farm whi h ra i ed more than th ree 
acres of flax per yea r with any degree of regularity. 
The average crop for a farm family wa about two 
acre, but one quarter acre was the quantity genera lly 
provided by wi ll a the annual upply for a widow." 
I 0 Johannes Gehman in 1819 hired a maid 'for a 
dollar per week for a half a year and a quarter of fl ax 
and a pair of shoes""-here again enough flax for one 
per on. From this it can be urmised that a quarter 
a re was more than enough to clothe and bed one 
per on for a year. 
Once the 10 ation of the flax patch had been de-
termined, it was nece ary to properly prepare the soil 
to receive the flax seed. 
Large stone have never been of mu h benefit to 
the farmer and so we find David Shultze, farmer and 
surveyor, writing in his dia ry on April 12, 1782 "Hauled 
stones from flax land.''' ' olin M ackenzie r mind u 
that roots al 0 had to be cleared from the soil," but 
depending on the farm tead and how long it had been 
under ultivation, stone and root removal could have 
been done before a well a after plowing. 
Penn ylvania flax land was plowed by horses" rather 
than being dug by hand as was the garden.'· Account 
'Daniel Mathias Bare, " Looking Eighty Years Backward;' 
The Pennsylvania Dutchman, II: 17 ( 1951 ) , 5. Daniel M athias 
Bare of R oaring Spring, Pennsylvania, was born in 1834. 
Other ac ou nts a lso substantiate this. J ohannes Z. Gehman's 
manu cript diary located in the Eastern Pennsylvania Men-
nonite Library and Ar hives, Kulpsvi lle, Pa. , records nearly 
every year the sowing of flax seed and oats together. D avid 
hultze, The Journals and Papers 0/ D avid Shu/tze, ed . n-
drew . Berky ( Pennsburg, 1952 ) also substantiates the sow-
ing of fl ax and oats a t the same time. Henry L. Fisher, Die 
Alte Zeite, E'n Centennial Poem in Pennsyl/anish D eutsch 
(York, 1879 ), p. 108, states In e'm eck /on'm hawerschtick 
war als'n schtickli {lax " In one corn er of the oats field was a 
patch of flax." 
]·Alexa nder Marshall , "The D ays of Auld Lang Syne," 
Pennsylva nia Folkli/e, XIII:4 ( 1954 ), 8. 
" R ussell Wieder Gilbert, " Pennsylvania German Wills," 
Pennsylva nia German Folklore Societ y, XV ( 1950 ) , 21. Also 
many other wills personally examined substantia te the widow's 
qu arter acre of flax . 
"J ohanne Z. Gehman's manuscript account book which 
covers the period 1817 to 1844, p. 14. A copy of the transla-
tion by R aymond Hollenbach is in the Eastern Pennsylvania 
Mennonite Library and Archives at Kulpsville, Pa. Gehman 
was a 1ennonite preacher and farmer in Douglass T ownship, 
Iontgomery ounty, Pa. H e was born in 1793 and died 
in 1882 . 
13 hultze J ournal, II , 147. David Shultze was born in ilesia 
in 1717 and later lived in what is now ;-';ew Hanover Town-
ship, Iontgomery Cou nty, Pennsylvania, and died in 1797. 
" M ackenzie, p. 559. 
" For further information on horse drawn plows, see R ussell 
. Baver, "Of Plows and Ploughing," Pennsylvania Folkli/e, 
X: 2 ( 1959 ), 39. 
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book and diarie how that plowinCT for flax wu u unl-
Iy completed in one da ' becau e th acreaCTc involved 
wa not that large. On pril 25, 1793, Gott halk 
Gott cha lk farmer and wea\ r, wrote, ' I plowed and 
owed two pieee of ground for Ro ina for flax. 11 \\ 
do not know the exact ize of the e two pic c f gr und 
but the tota l ac reage wa probably quit mall, 'et 
adequate for Gott halk en 'ant girl, R ina. Thi 
is the only entry found to date that how b th th 
plowing and owing done th am day. 
The earlie t day of the year re ord d for plowing 
land for flax omes from the diary of Johann hman 
M ennonite farmer and preacher " prill 1833 pi w d 
for oats and f1ax.",8 ehman was a ry methodi al 
fa rmer in every pha e of farm \ ork h did. Ea h y a r 
he spe ified the exa t day he plow d for fl ax and it 
Flax pulling was generally a woman's chore, and in 
this drawing from H . L. Fisher's Olden Times the girls 
are doing the work w hile the boys are kee fJing cool 
in th e shade. H ere the flax patch is in one corner of 
the grain field, and the bound handfuls of flax are set 
to dry. 
was always during the first two weeks of April. R ecords 
continue to indicate that plowing for flax was b gu n 
during the first days and weeks of April.]· However, 
Colin Mackenzie writing before 1825 in Philadclphi:l 
'·Men and boys generall y did the plowing ; women were 
seldom involved. Women did plow the ground occasionally, 
howeve r. David Shultze in his journal records that " Rosina 
plowed" ( II , 148 ) . 
"Gottschalk Gottschalk 's manuscript weaving account book 
in the Clarence Kulp , Jr. , collection, ernfield, Pa. ottschalk 
lived in Frederick Township, Montgomery County, Pa. This 
book which covers the period 1788 to 1798 was translated 
into English in February, 1968, by R aymond E. Hollenbach, 
Royersford, Pa. 
'8Gehman probably plowoo for flax at an earlier date for 
on March 19, 1846, he records, "Sowed flax seed." 
" H ere the Shultze journal, the Gehman diary and the 
Gottschalk account book all mention plowing for flax in the 
first two weeks of April. 
suggests that "when grass land is intended for flax, 
it ought to be broke up as early in the season as pos-
sible, so that the soil may be duly mellowed by the 
winter frosts, and in good order for being reduced by 
the harrow when the seed process is attempted." He 
continues by saying that if fl ax is to follow a corn 
crop, winter frosts are also nece sary to render the 
ground fine enough for planting, therefore this should 
be the first ground plowed. '· It is sugge ted here that 
if flax was a crop planted on a rotation basis, it de-
pended on the rotation plan whether the first plowing 
was done in the fall or in the beginning of April. 
Flax requires nitrogen to give the plant height as 
do other members of the grass family, so " the richest 
manure from sheep-stable and chicken-house is spread" 
on the flax ground." These two types of manure have 
a high nitrogen content and therefore caused the flax 
It was the man's job to remove the seed bolls by strik-
ing the flax with the flax flail. ( From Eli K eller's 
Fl ax and Its Utility ) . 
to grow quite tall. The heigh t was par ticul arl y des ir-
a ble in fl ax because the ta ller the stem, the longer the 
flax fiber which was used to spin a linen thread. 
I t was necessary to have the soil broken very fin e 
and the manure evenly distributed before the fl ax seed 
was sown, therefore after the ground was m anured a nd 
plowed it was harrowed several times. 
'"Mackenzie, p. 559. 
" Kell er poem, p. 78 . 
H e ha rrows the ground, makes fine the soil. 0 
weed may there be found. 0 stone and scarce a 
clod. In morning early he' on the grou.~d and 
late a t eventide he makes the round . . , .--
The spike-toothed harrow which had ha nd-forged 
iron pikes et in a wooden frame was used on almo t 
every fa rmstead and was the common tool used to har-
row the fl ax patch. Once the flax p atch was finely 
worked with the harrow it was ready to receive the 
seed. 
Prior to seeding, the selection of the highest quality 
seed from a previous year's crop was made, but Joh-
ann Krauss indicates in the following recommendations 
on "To R aise Good Fl ax Seed" that some farmers 
purchased imported seed. H ere are his suggestions on 
producing good seed. 
It is supposed that the Riga flax seed develop s 
superior qualities by keeping it a long time and 
sowing it only after six or seven years. Also ex-
perience has shown us that old seed produces the 
best flax and does not degenerate. If, therefore, 
the householder lets seed of his own production 
lay long enough, he can sow it instead of the ex-
pensive imported fl axseed, and he will find little 
difference in quality. Also flaxseed as any 0:1 
bearing seed, can be improved by drying it in a 
bakeoven ; by experience one is convinced that 
the fl axseed which has been dried in the bakeovcn 
produces a much longer flax than that which has 
not been dried, and by this the use of the expensive 
foreign fl axseed can be entirely eliminated. In 
order to achieve the proper warmth for d rying 
it has been found tha t it is best to put the flaxseed 
in the oven for two hours after the bread has been 
removed. The flaxseed shou ld be piled four fingers 
h igh and shoul d be stirred severa l times with a 
rake, a nd left in the oven until it becomes cold. 
If the flaxseed is removed and poured together 
while it is still warm, it will begin to sweat. There-
fore it must be left in the bakeoven until it be-
comes completely cold or the seed can be spread 
ou t thinly on the floor a nd stirred until it is well 
cooled , and put into bags or barrels to keep for 
seeding." 
The method of sowing fl ax seed according to H enry 
K olb, blue dyer," is thus, "When one wants to sow 
flax seed, one takes six steps at a time a nd take a big 
h andful of flax seed. One should take small steps." 
This differs from sowing other g rains since when sow-
ing wheat, rye or oats only two regular strides to a 
handful of seed a re required- one step to empty the 
grain held by the thumb and first two fingers a nd the 
second step to empty the rest of the ha nd. 
" Kell er poem, p. 78. 
" Joh ann Krauss, Oeconomisches H aus and Kunst-Buch . .. 
(All entown, 1819 ), p . 46. 
" Henry Kolb 's manuscript blue-d yer account book from 
Skippack, Pa., covering the period of 181 3 to 1826 p. 14. 
The original is in the Goschenhoppen Historians' c~llection 
at Green Lane, Pa., and has been edited and transla ted by 
Raymond E. H oll enbach. 
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A flax flail in the collection of the GoschenhojJ pen 
Ilistorians, In c., Green Lane, Pennsylvania. 
F r sowing, th e d wa probal Iy he ld in a two 
bu shrl tow bag with two c rnrrs tied togr the r a n I 
slung a er the houlder o[ tI e ower so th a t th mouth 
of the bag came to hi \ a i l. Som etime, however, seed 
for sowing wa. held in a rye straw sower's ha ket or 
a aIle-foot-square, £ive-inch- lee p \ ooden sower' s I x. 
The work of owing th nax eeu was done cxc lu siv Iy 
by experien ed I roadca te r , therefor it wa a m a n' s 
job. 
D epending on the ource con ulted , thc qua ntity of 
nax cd required [or on acr f g round vari \ idrly. 
olin M ac kenzie" say that wh n ra i ing n x for s d 
only, six Ie k to the a r arc required but when 
80\\ ing to rai e fib r e ight to t n peck arc recommen-
ded . The R ev. Eli K ell r record , "1'hr k to the 
acre \\ hich ield from ix to twelve hushrl of se d 
to th acre a nd from one t two tons o[ nax in th' 
rough.' ''· It i more probabl that a K figure 
of eight to ten pc k to th a r more n arly right 
tha n K eller' thre peck the am area. 
The ea on for owing nax was according to thl' 
practiec of Johanne ehman almo t an tim in the 
fir t three \\l'ek of pril , but in nineteen out o[ twenty-
e\en )ear hl' sowed hi nax from pril 10 to 16." H 
" Iackenzi , p . 55 . 
'''Keller Flax tility, p. 267. 
" ,ehman diary. 
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I11U · t ha\ (' prdnred the e .n ell day. D a\ id hultze, 
0 11 the othl'1 hand , a ur\Tyor b) occupation and not 
a fal1nn, .o\\'c'd his nax a carly a ' ~rar( h 28, and a 
late a l\Ia\ 11. 11l' mu. t bear in mind that hultze 
took long . urve)ing trip and \\a prohabl· not a l\\ a' 
h0111e \\ hen the proper ondition for nax l'eding 
occu rred. 
O\'e li ng the nax eed af ter it \\ a own \\ a . done 
by u ing th regular pike-toothed harrow \\ hie h had 
been II cd to work the patrh prior to o\\,1l1g. The 
mrthod was thi. " \Vhen thl' eeel wa .own it wa 
once more ha rr weel , but on ly li~htl' an I arro.s the 
formc'r harrowing."" r hu the reel wa read to 
ge rmina te. 
Fl ax eed took a l out three cl ay to ge rmina t anel 
when the pl ant be a rne t\ 0 to five inche high the 
wecds in the nax patrh wcr removed by ha nd. '" \ eecl s 
not onl y erowded a nd inhibited the growth of the na" 
plant but were trouble ome durin ~ nax pulling lat(' 1 
in Jul y. g rea t deal [time was lost if, in each 
pulled ha ndful , the wced and nax had to he se pa rated. 
B cau. r nax likes roolness a nd d al11 pne , it wa till 
" hultze journal. 
'" Keller Fl ax tility, p . 26 7. 
""Virginia P. Part rid ge, " rowing Fl ax Based on 19lh cn-
tury PraC'li es" ( oopcrstown, N.Y., 1966), p. I . 
This old bundle of 
flax bound with the 
traditional rye straw 
sc I was threshed but 
never retted. The 
twine ties are recent 
additions. Courtesy 0/ 
the Schwenk/elder 
Museum, Pennsburg. 
arly Spring when the first weeding was necessary. 
Weeding a one or two-aere field by ha nd was no small 
chore and apparently wa a job frequently given to 
the chi ldren. I t was a menial chor then a it is today 
which may expl ain why the job of weed ing the fl ax 
is usually not mentioned in accounts of da il y living. 
It is generally felt that wearing shoes in the fl ax pateh 
was much more injurious to the fl ax pl an t than ba re 
feet. " 
Another eriou threat to the you ng fl ax plant in 
addition to the common weed were aphids. When aphids 
appeared one remedy called for dust ing the flax with 
ground or pu lverized plaster of Par is repeating every 
eigh t days in dry weather." Still another enemy of the 
growing flax stalk was the vine call ed fl ax dodder. T he 
flax dodder pla nt ( Cuscuta E pilinum), ealled (lachs 
dodder in the M ontgomery County dia lect," was a 
plant that grew on top of the flax as a pa rasite a nd had 
bright yellow vines that wrapped themselves around 
the flax stalk. T hese vines had to be removed from the 
fl ax before they deprived the fl ax of a ll its nutrients 
a nd the entire flax crop was lost. Now that flax as a 
crop has disappeared, the flax dodder has beeome qu ite 
rare but severa l large clumps of it still fl ourish a long 
the roadside in baek of the Perkiomenville H otel in 
Montgomery County. 
" H orace R . All en , " Agricu lture," The American H ome and 
Farm Cyclopedia ( Philadelphia, 1888 ), p. 182 . 
" J ohann Krauss, p . 202. 
" D avid E. Lick a nd T homas R . Brendle, " Plant ames 
and Plant Lore Among the Pennsylvan ia Germans," The 
Pennsylvania Gellman Societ y, XXXIII ( 1923 ), 83. 
Once the flax plant began to grow, it grew quickly 
to its full height. Like other crops, thc typc of soi l, 
proper nu trient and good weathcr condition together 
influenced the height of ach yea r' flax crop, but it 
u ua ll y rangcd from ighteen to thirty-six in hes tall.'" 
Each individua l stalk grew straight and tall with bran-
ches four to six inehes long developing only at the 
top. These branches had a lternate rows of sma ll green 
leav s" with the fl ax bIos om a t the top end. As the 
flower began to open, these leave turn d a pale yel low 
and soon dropped off. 
About eight to t n weeks after germination, or during 
the month of J une, the flax patch burst fo rth into a 
sea of blue. The small, delicate blue flower opened 
early in the morning and made the fl ax patch res mble 
a large body of water. Flying dueks were known to try 
to la nd in this water only to be sorely di appointed. 
Another story is told of traveling wabians who came 
to a " broad field of fl ax in full bloom. 'The sea!' 
they ried as they saw the wide expa nse of blue flowers 
a nd immediately they took off their clothes a nd waded 
in to go bathing."" The fl ax flowe r closed as the sun 
set and waited to open the following morning. 
" According to Edwin Miller Fogel, Beliefs and Superstitions 
of the Pennsylvania Germans (Ph ilad elphia, 1915), p. 195, 
"The length of flax is indicated by the depth of snow on 
Shrove Tuesday" ; p. 227, "T he length of icicles on Shrove 
Tuesday indicates the length of the flax that year" ; p. 196, 
"Flax wi ll grow tall if you show it you r buttocks" ; p . 22 7, 
" Long icicles before New Year indicate long fl ax next year." 
" The belief that "flax leaves la id on a ripe boi l wi ll soon 
p roduce a hole therei n , so one need not open it," comes from 
Christoph Saur, "Flachs," D er H och-Deutsche Americanische 
Calender auf das /ahr . . . 1767 (G ermantown ). 
"·Li ck and Brendle, p . 106. 
This old cut shows the brechloch with the (lax kiln, bundles of retted unbroken flax and the flax brake m opera-
tion. (From Eli K eller's Flax and Its Utility ) . 
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The flax plant remained in bloom for e\'eral week 
and gradually the flower tutnrd it elf into a round 
eed \e cl about the ize of large buck hot. The in ide 
of the eed boll " 'a di\'ided into !i\'e equal ec tion 
with two eeds in each ection but if growing conditions 
had not b( en th be t the number of eed per boll 
wa mallfT. :\t fir t the boll wa green and \'e ry firm, 
but a it began to ripen it tUIned yellow and finally 
brO\\ n and the eed rat tlcd in id upon haking. If 
the flax \Va not pulled in time, the eed ve cl would 
open it (,If and the eed crop wa 10 t. 
;-'fETIIOD OF HAR\'E TI;"\C 
The fl ax \Va on idered ripe and ready to be pulled 
"hen the red boll had turned brown and mo t of the 
Iravrs had fallen , Thi cond ition wa u ually achi v d 
at the ra rlie t on July 8," ju t afte r the gra in harve t. 
Thr pulling cason continued to the end of July and 
one year Da\'id hultze record ugu t 3rd a a fla' 
pulling dat. 0 the growing a on for flax wa u ual -
Iy from abou t the econd week in April to the third 
" 'e k in July or ju t about one hu ndr d day. The 
ripening of fl ax wa alway a arefully watch d pro-
os cc . 
Flax wa harve ted by pulling and not mowing 0 
the entire I ngth of the fibe r might be u cd from th 
root to th top of the p lant. This method of harv ting 
wa rather diffiieult in dry weather, and the weather 
was usually dry at thi cason." II. L. Fi h I' expresscs 
it thi way, "Er schteckt so tight as war"-"It stick a 
tight a wax.'''o Gcnera ll y the pulling wa done by th 
boy and gi rl " of the family. ometimes ju t the girl 
pulkd the flax , and the boy at and watch d to keep 
the d vi i who li v d in the flax patch away from the 
gi rl." t time flax pulling was al 0 an oeca ion for 
ocial gath ring wh re the women of the ommuni ty 
\Vere invited to a ist in pulling flax." The older people 
were x us d from hi hore ince it wa hard on 
hand and back." Concerning thi an intere ting entry 
appea r in the D avid hultze diary on ugu t 3, 1768, 
"Fini hed pulling fl ax. M y wife has a back pain." 
T eam work while pulling flax was carried out thi 
way. Th harve ters lin d up and ach took a three 
to four-foot-wide swath . H O\ ever, if one reach d across 
the line no on took ofTense," but if anyone lagged 
behind, the re t pulled the flax a round him leaving 
" Both Johanne Gehman and David hultze recorded J uly 8 
as the earliest date ei ther of them pulled flax. 
Keller Flax tility p . 268. 
"H elen E. D . Acton, "Charles Kirk 's Review of a Century," 
The Bucks County H istorical Society, Papers Read B efore The 
ociety and Other H istorical Papers, VII ( 1937 ), 95. 
,oH . L. Fisher, p. 108. 
" K eller Flax Uti lity, p. 268. 
'-'H. L . Fisher, p. 108. 
" lexander Mar hall , p. 8. 
" K eller Flax tility, p. 268. 
" K eller Flax Utility, p. 268. 
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A n old belief as-
sociates flax and 
the devil, and 
here he can be 
seen escapino 
from the flax in 
the smoke dur-
ing the roasting 
process prior to 
braking. ( From 
H. L . F isher's 
Olden Times). 
a square pat h and thi wa calkd the " lazy are.'''· 
The procedure u ed for pulling wa to gra p a numb r 
of flax stalks at the top ju t blow th d boll and 
pull straight up. Th n the dirt was hakc'n from the 
roots by rapping them on the ground and care wa 
taken to keep the dirt end perf ctly even. fter a 
handful had been pulled it was bound in the middle 
with a few strand of fl ax. The handful , call d a 
"gavel," wa usually about thre to four inches in 
diameter." 
The fl ax plant was not com pletely rip wh n it was 
pulled from the earth. For the fl ax plant to b come 
full y mature it was necessary for it to r ma in in th 
hot sun for several days after pulling. W have found 
two methods used for ripeni ng th fl ax. In th first 
method used, the pulled flax was immediat Iy ti d into 
small bundles a nd left to stand in the sun to dry, but 
in the second method u cd, the pulled fl ax was spread 
evenly on the ground to d ry and was bundled tog th r 
several days later. It is important to note that regard-
less of which procedure was us d the flax was handled 
either by the handful or by the bundl and continued 
to b handled as such in each step of processing. 
The R ev. Eli Keller in his poem describing th fl ax 
culture writes, "A handful of flax as thick as an arm 
<eGrier cheetz, " Flax and I ts Culture," A Collection of 
Papers Read Before the Bucks County H istorical Society, III 
(1909), 483. This a rticl e will be hereinafter noted as " Scheetz 
Fl ax Culture." 
" H orace Allen, p . 183. 
is pulled and gathered, the fl ax is bound a t once, the-
work as done is laid aside, nor does one linger behind."" 
Another writer remembered the flax pa tch a bout 1867 
and how it was pulled up by the roots, tied in bundles 
and hauled to the barn." Grier Scheetz a lso describes 
these small bundles a s the size of the thickness of a 
man's arm," but other sources state tha t it was simply 
a "handfuL"" Elijah R. Case called these bundles 
"hands,'''' and also indicates, as do the other previou sly 
mentioned authors, that the puller tied these "hands" 
or small bundles as he went along. One person did 
the pulling and tying simultaneously. After the hand-
fuls were pulled and tied they were thrown on small 
heaps" of ten or twelve" and shocked in the same 
manner as wheat." The shock or bundle of flax was 
stood on end to expose the seed boll to the hot sun 
for several days to ripen. 
The bundles are then placed in shocks, like simple 
Indian huts, Quite lengthy rows, fine and straight 
with holes to top the shock.'· 
" Kell er poem, p. 78 . 
"[H. W. Kriebel], " R eminiscences of the Old Oil Mill ," 
Th e Perkiomen Region, V : l ( 1927 ) , 15. H ereafter noted as 
"Old Oi l Mil!." 
"'Scheetz Flax Culture, p. 483. 
" K eller Flax Culture, p. 268 . 
" Elij ah R . Case, "Growing, Treating and Drying Flax,". A 
Collection of Papers R ead Before the Bucks County Hlst oncal 
S ociety, V ( 1926), 282. 
" Scheetz Flax Culture, p . 483 . 
" Elij ah Case, p. 282, and Mackenzie, p. 559. 
" Elij ah Case, p. 282, and Schee tz Flax Culture, p . 483. 
,cKeller poem, p . 81. 
Other yeomen preferred the second method of 
ripening their fl ax crop. D aniel Ba re states that the 
fl ax " was spread out to d ry for one to two days and 
then bound in little sheaves a nd shocked as we hock 
wheat- left to dry out well .... " 57 Colin M ackenzie 
has written the best description of this proce s. When 
fl ax is pulled, " the fl ax should be spread on the ground 
in bundles about as much as a woman can grasp with 
both hands and it should remain so, till the upper 
pa rt is dry: ' in fine weather it will be dry in twenty four 
to forty eight hours. The bundles should be then made 
u p, with the dry part inside, and then set up in stocks 
of ten bundles each, and stand on the ground till the 
whole is dry, pods and all ; the seed will then be ripe, 
and the flax in the best state ; it m ay then be stacked, 
housed, or worked ; great care should be taken to keep 
the root ends even.' ''· 
D avid Shultze apparently used this second process 
for ripening his fl ax. On July 18, 1752, Shul tze fin ished 
" picking" his flax and four days later he records in his 
diary, "Flax bound by myself--70 (bundles) Before-
hand about 70 (bundles ) The total will be about 150 
bundles.' ''' Again in 1759 Shultze records tha t he 
"bound the fl ax-109 bundles,"co three days after he 
records pulling the flax. A friend of Shultze also rip-
ened his flax the same way because D avid Shultze 
writes that on July 31, 1759, he "Bound Sturtzrnan's 
f1 ax."Cl J ohannes Gehman never mentions in his diary 
the binding of fl ax a t this point of the processing, only 
the pulling. Perhaps Gehman pulled, tied and shocked 
all in one step and therefore had no need to return 
to the fl ax patch until it was full y ma ture and ready 
to be hau led to the barn which was usually five to 
six days after pulling. 
The bundles of flax were bound in the fi eld with 
rye straw bands called seeler or d oppelte seeler. Prep-
ara tions for binding fl ax were made in the winter long 
before the flax seed had ever been sown. These prep-
a rations consisted of threshing the best and longest rye 
straw with the flaiL c, 
The flax bound with the doppelt e seeler was forked 
onto the wagon, probably the same wagonG3 used to 
bring in both hay and grain during hay making and 
harvest. "The heads [of the flax plant] were put to 
the outside, so .as not to suffer. The same care was 
a lso taken in the barn a t unloading." '" The flax seed 
was valuable, therefore much care was taken not to 
" Dan iel Bare, p . 5. 
" Mackenzie, p. 559. 
" Shultze journal, I , 128, 129. 
cOShultze journal , I , 24 1. 
c'Sh ultze journal, I , 24 1. 
c'K eller poem, p. 80. 
c'The Shultze journal, I , 241, has the followin g entry on 
July 3 1, 1759. "Bound Sttirtzman's flax. M elchior drove the 
cart ( bloc k)." H ere Shu ltze mentions the use of the cart to 
haul fl ax and not the ladder wagon. 
c'K ell er Flax Utility, p. 268 . 
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damage the seed when handling the flax. Before thre h-
ing it is quite likely that the flax was tacked in row 
on the thre hing floor with the eed boll facing the 
center of the floor. 
THRE HING 
The removal of the flax eed from the talk wa 
accompli hed in one of several way. O ne of the more 
primitive method was the following: when once in the 
barn the flax "was forcibly truck on a large rough 
tone or plank et at an angle of abou t thirty degrees, 
when nearly all the bo ll and eed came off. 110 t 
of the fa rmers then ra n the bolls through clover 
hullers ... . "" 
nother simila r me thod " requi red a boy or a m an 
and an empty barrel on its id . The m an or boy took 
up the e sheaves and pounded the top end over the 
barrel unti l the seeds were all pounded out." '" 
ing a wooden or iron rippling comb to remove 
the flax seed docs not appear to be part of the Penn-
"'E lijah Case, p. 282. 
'"Dan iel Bare, p . 5. 
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'h-ania flax culture. The term "ripplinO" appear 
quite frequently in ew England reference bu t ldom 
if ever in the German ettlement of outh a te rn P nn-
yh·ania. D iarie and account book u c the tC'l'1l1 
britsche which read 'to thre h,' and mu um and 
private ollection ha \'e fa iled to how a documentcd 
Penn yh-ania erman rippling omb. Tho comb 
that ha e been fou nd appea r to have b en brought 
into the a rea by foreigners a nd a rc not pa r t f the 
Penn ylvania German cul ture. 
The most commonl fo llowed meth d wcll d -
sc rib d by the R ev. Eli K eller where he gi e thi 
explanation. " Flachsbl'itsche (batting) wa don m 
the ba rn on the thre hing fl oor \ ith a hom -mac! bat. 
The obj ect was to cru h th bri ttle eed-boll and 
remove the seed . The bat wa a solid pi e of cant-
ling, well placed, with a crooked ha ndle. bri O'ht lIn-
ny day was chosen a nd the bundl es et ou t close toge ther 
in the hot sun. Two or thre bundl s at a tim w re 
laid on a long the ba rn fl oor with the root again t th 
boarded ide [of the th re hing fl oor,] a nd thinn d to 
An old man photo-
graphed brakin g 
flax t ow ard th e 
cl ose of th e 19th 
C entury. Photo-
graph by Dr. H. C. 
M ercer and shown 
here through the 
court esy of the 
M e rcer Museum, 
Doylestown, Penn-
sylvania. 
the breadth of a hand in thicknes. everal heavy 
boards were la id along near the roots to keep the flax 
at its place. H a ndling the bat had to be practiced 
so as to strike straight down, and avoide being jarred. 
The fl ax wa well batted on both sides and shaken 
out, then straightened at the roots against the side of 
the barn floor, laid on a band and tied up with special 
care . . . . This was a work [or the big boy only a nd 
those who fail to see it evidently never had a hand in 
it. " (iT 
The M ennonite dia rist and farmer from Bally, J oh-
annes Gehman, thre hed his flax within one to three 
days after he brought it home from the field. H e also 
made a somewhat curious entry-on Jul y 16, 1845, 
he "threshed the flax with the horses." How this would 
have been accomplished is still a question. 
Survival to the present day was for the flax flail 
no minor accomplishment. These flails have not been 
used with any regularity since 1870 and therefore have 
a lmost disappeared from the fa rmstead. Since most 
people can no longer identify the article nor its nearly 
forgotten use, flax flails have steadily been relegated 
to the scrap pile. Dr. Henry M ercer, however, rec-
ognized the tool and salvaged quite a few which are 
on di play at the M ercer Museum in Doylestown, 
Pennsylvania. 
The flax fl a il is composed of two wooden members, 
one being the club about twenty-six inches long by four 
and a half inches wide by three inches high, whieh 
comes in contact with the flax. The other is an angled 
" Keller Flax Utility, pp. 268-269. 
This type of flax brake was the one most commonly 
used in Pennsylvania. 
handle extending from the top and about twelve to 
sixteen inches from the front of the lub having a 
length of about thirty inches. The angle of the handle 
to the elub is about sixty degrees. 
Cleaning the flax seed was done by Johanne Gehman 
immediately after the threshing had been completed--
usually from the middle of J uly to the middle of 
August."" Johann Krau s a lso apparently followed this 
practice for on August 11, 1807, he cleaned flax seed:' 
Generall y only one day was requ ired by Gehman to 
elean the fl ax seed, but some years two days were 
required,'" 
Probabl y the most widely used method for cleaning 
flax seed was to first winnow the seed in a Dutch fan 
or fanning mill a nd then screen or sieve it through 
wooden sieves with a black ash" mesh bottom. This 
removed all the unthreshed seed bolls. Dutch fans were 
advertised for sale a early as 1756" in Philadelphia 
and in 1767 there were offered for ale in Philadelphia 
"Dutch fans and screen . .. also various wire work 
for cleaning graif.l and flax."" In areas where fanning 
mills were not especia lly known or used , for many 
years the farmers threw their grain up by shovels and 
winnowing baskets and let the mind blow away the 
chaff." 
The question now arises in what was the seed stored? 
The 1803 inventory of Benjamin Johnson of Skippack, 
lists a drum of flax seed, while the 1777 inventory 
of Leonhardt Gebhart of orthampton County lists 
"bushels of flax seed with a bag." The barrel was prob-
ably an oak cask with hickory hoops and the bag a 
tightly woven homespun tow bag of the type used for 
other grains on the farm. 
FLAX SEED 
Joha nnes Gehman recorded every year the number 
of bushels of fl ax seed he gleaned from that year's 
fl ax crop, as did many other farmers, because having 
bushels of flax seed in the barn was like having money 
in the bank today. Flax seed was considered so val-
uable that it was very often measured in pecks as well 
as bushels. Grier Scheetz remembered having one 
thousand bushels of flax seed on hand at one time 
GSGehman diary. 
" John Krauss, "Account Book of J ohn Krauss-1807," The 
Perkiomen Region, IX: I ( 1931), 12. 
'·Gehman diary. 
" H enry C. M ercer, Tools of the Nation Maker (Doyles-
town, Pa., 1897 ) , p. 21. 
" H . Frank Eshleman, Historic Background and Annals of 
the Swiss and German Pioneer Settlers of South-eastern Penn-
sylvania ... (Lancas ter, Pa. , 1917 ), p. 324. 
" Eshleman, p. 341. An early fanning mill made by "W. 
Bunn" and used for many years by the Moyer fami ly of Lower 
Salford Township, Montgomery County, has been recently 
pL~rchased by Robert C. Bucher. Inc!uded with the fanning 
mIll was a set of fine hand-made wire screens for cleaning 
flax seed. This process is demonstrated at the Goschenhoppen 
Folk Festival held each year in August in Upper Montgomery 
County. 
7IEshleman, p. 324. 
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The fla hsgnewwel was used as a clamp to hold the 
halldful of flax during the braking process. Courtesy 
of the chwenk felder Museum, Pennsburg. 
which eem to be the exception rath r than the rule, 
but he failed to explain or give the cir um tan es 
whi h enable on man to accumulat u h a quantity 
of flax eed." The larg t amount of flax e d cl aned 
in a year r corded by G hman wa twenty- ix and a 
half bu hel in ugu t, 1839, and the lea t amount of 
flax e d ehman cleaned wa four and a half bu hcls 
in 183+ and again in 1854.'· Each year the yield differed. 
ft r the farm r remo ed what se d he needed for 
th next year' flax crop and other home u e, th r 
weI' everal choice a to what could b don with 
the remainder of the flax d. Farmer \Ver able to 
u e their flax eed a bargaining power at the 10 a l 
" Grier cheetz, "Flax eed Mill ,' A Collection of Papers 
Read Before The Bucks COllnty Historical ociety, I ( 1917 ), 
725. Thi article will be referred to as " cheetz Flax Seed 
fill ." 
lG ehman diary. 
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tore a' the tetl I' tOl Ledger indi ate. ~Ial1\', 
many bu h I of flax e d \\cr either purcha rd or 
taken in trade at thi mall tore in th \ill age 
Frederick, ~fontgomerv ounty, dUI illg th month of 
ugu t for many yea r in the I th entUl"\. The price 
of flax eed per bu hel in Lan a ter in 1818 " a ,,1.85 
and in Fr deli k fl ax cd \Va 1.55 pn bu hel in 
1839.' 
Ther were oth r Penn} h an ia erman farmer \\ho 
prcf ITed to tak their flax eed direct l~ to Philaddphia 
a did David hultz who r cord in hi dial') , "DrO\l' 
to Philadelphia with twenty bu. hel "h at and eight 
mea u re of fl ax eed. " H ein l i h BOWCl a I 0 (host' to 
ell hi e \ ' n bu h 1.s of fl ax cd in Philadelphia" hele 
he re eived even hilling, ix p nee for it in 175 ." 
Flax eed wa an importa nt export item bing hipp d 
to many part of th world from thc Philadel phia 
ha rbor in both th 18th and eat!· I th cntury. Th rc 
w re, hower, trict rule regulating th kanin anJ 
pa king of fl ax eed bcfor it could leav the harbol. 
It wa packed eith r in a mall a k holding three and 
a ha lf bu hel or a larger a k containing c en bu hels 
of fl ax ced. Each ca k wa to be branded "ith tl1<' 
name of the p r on who cleaned the se d and ea h 
ca k had to be mad f llowing peeific regula tion and 
of ound oak, or the penalty wa many hilling p er 
ca k." 
Ther w re till oth r farmer who loadrd thrir 
rxc fl ax eed on fa rm wagons and haukd it to ,\ 
n arby il mill a did Johann Gehma n on ctober 
24, 1835, wh n h wrot in his dia ry, ""I opk one load 
of e d fl ax to th mill." Flax was a slapl in th 
community not only for clothing and hou ('hold linens 
but al 0 beau it s ed upported th oil mill in-
du try. Th re were many oi l mills a ttn d along the 
waterway in sou thea tern Pennsylvania, bUl in ordrr 
to operate they n d d a plentiful supply of flax . ('rd. 
Every ten days th D etz oi l mill n ar Tyler pOI t in 
f ontgom ry ounty, ent its ight-hors t am and 
cone toga throughout Bu ks and Montgomrry oun-
tie to buy the great quantiti s of flax seed that the 
storekeep r and mer hants had accumulated from the 
local yeom n.81 The wagon carri d on hundred and 
fifty bu h Is of flax s d in each load." This was just 
o er four tons inc each bush I weigh d fifty-six 
pound ... nother oil miller r calls, "Th millrr's 
n tell r store manuscript account book from Frederick 
Township, Montgom ry ounty, overing the period 1839 to 
1840, in the possession of A. G. K eyser. 
'·Margaret R . Paulus, "Flaxseed Root of H omespun," 
The Pennsylva nia Dutchman, 1I :19 ( 1951 ) ,22. And also 
the let! r store account book. 
,. hultze journal, I , p . 130. 
'" hultze journal , J, p. 2-1-7. 
" J ames Mease, M .D ., Picture of Philadelphia ( Philadelphia, 
1831 ), p. 62. 
, cheetz Flax eed Mills, p. 725 . 
cheetz Fl ax eed Mills, p. 725 . 
"1930 Legal Weight hart published by the Reading Eagle. 
An old man photographed scu tching fla x at the close of the 19th Century. Courtesy of the M ercer M useum, 
D oylestown. 
conestoga wagon drawn by four lusty horses rumbled 
and ground its way through Milford Square, Quaker-
town, Elephant to Erwinna near the Delaware R iver, 
where a hundred bushels of flax seed would be bagged 
and brought back, a two day's task with early and la te 
hours."" 
Israel Kriebel, one of the oil millers in the Perki-
omen region, purchased 1762Y2 bushels of fl ax seed in 
1834 which came to him in one hundred and ten lots. 
Thirteen of these lots were over fift y bushels each and 
sixty-seven lots were under ten bushels each. His ex-
penses for flax seed and labor that same year totalled 
$2828.82, and his income received from the sale of oil 
and linseed meal was $3678.63.·' 
The technology employed in an early Pennsylvania 
oil mill was quite involved and many of the milling 
"'''Old Oil Mill ," p . 15 . 
W[H . W . Kriebel), "A Change in the Farm Industry," The 
Perkiomen R egion, IX : 1 ( 1931) , 24. 
details have been lost, but nonetheless, oil milling was 
an important .aspect of the Pennsylvania German cul-
ture and economy. Basically the flax seed was crushed 
and the fine oil was extracted- universally known as 
linseed oil- and what was left was oil cake from which 
cake meal for the feeding of cattle was made. Accord-
ing to Grier Scheetz this oil cake contained twenty-four 
to thirty-three per cent of the protein compounds 
making it far more valuable than grain or pulse for 
the feeding of cattle. H e continues by saying that it 
was usually fed by placing a certain amount of cake 
meal in a barrel, filling it with water and pouring it 
over the cut feed or fodder. ·' Eli Keller stated that 
what little oil was left in the cake meal seemed to enter 
the very bones and marrow of the cattle, with their 
horns, hoofs and the hair on their hide becoming 
smooth and glossy." 
" Scheetz Fl ax Seed Mill, p. 726. 
" K eller Fl ax Culture, p . 273. 
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As time progressed into the 19 h Century and the 
flax cu lture began its downward trend, the supply ()f 
flax seed was no longer plentiful for the oil miller. 
For a short time flax seed was brought in carload lot 
from Chicago to Pennsylvania:' but soon the mill were 
forced to close or sell. "Change and decay had thei r 
way as always.''''' 
T he innumerable medicinal uses of both flax seed 
and linseed oil are worldwide. Lin eed oil mixed with 
lime water is good remedy for scalds and burns and 
taken internally linseed oil is a gentle laxative.'! Linseed 
oi l can be used on furniture with or without an added 
pigment and it is an important medium when making 
paint. The long flat seed of the flax plant has mu-
ilaginous qualities which make it valuable when dirt 
or dust get into the eye-the fa rmers used it frequently 
during threshing season for sore eyes. The fl ax seed 
when boiled with sweet milk is an excellent emollient 
poultice for a ll inflammations." 
D ouble-edged scutching knives of this kind were com-
monly used throughout most of Pennsylvania. 
Many medicinal recipes were handed down orally 
from one generation to the next and were never writ-
ten down and hence have been lost to the historian. 
However, there were some who jotted such notes at 
random in the diary, recipe book, or in the family 
Bible as they were collected from a fri endly neighbor 
or a visiting rela tive. One such example is found in 
the dia ry of D avid hultze. "For constipation or ob-
struction: cook flax seed pretty well. Put it in a pan 
and place the pan under a stool that has a hole in the 
middle. Direct the patient to sit on the stool and 
place a cloth around his body in such a way as to 
permit the vapor to reach the body. Prescribed by 
Benneville and Ludwig Pitting, Sr.,,9l 
""Old Oi l M ill ," p. 15. 
!)Q"Old Oil M ill ," p. 15. 
" K eller Flax 1 tility, p. 272. 
" K lIe r Flax tility, p . 272. 
OJ hultze journal, II , p. 31. 
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It wa common for printers to publi h all kind of 
medicinal a well a culinary recipe in their almanac, 
some of which are quite intere ting to us toda '. The 
Penn ylvan ia German depended hea il upon th 
almanac in their earl schedule of farm work and 
they probably u ed it more often than the Bible. hri-
topher auer in hi a lmanac suggested an excell nt 
pIa ter tha t era ed all pain of boil, soften d them and 
brought them to maturity: "Take one oun e of ea h 
flax eed, fenugreek and powdered mar h mallow root, 
boi l them in milk until it becomes a thick pa te, then 
add a quarter ounce oil of amomile a nd a quart r 
ounce oil of dill. me.a r it between t\ a cloth \",arm 
it on a heated plate and lay it on th boil.' ' Flax 
seed boi led in water and drunk, or a loin bath pr -
pared from it will cause the di charge of a dead fetu ." 
"Lin eed oil erve man and bat well, i oothing and 
softening. Linseed oi l heated in a pan and lices of 
rotten apples fried therein and app lied to th small of 
the back a hot as the patient can tand it i very help-
ful for severe back pain, side stitche or any oth r pa in-
ful onditions which come from falling or a ny int m al 
damage. Sweet ned with sugar candy it i al 0 good 
for coughing, a re throat and other pa inful maladi 
and soreness of the chest."" 
The flax seed, cake meal and linseed oil a re men-
tioned only briefly here because our primary interest 
in this paper is the fl ax fiber, however, each of th s 
fl ax products could and should be the subj ec t of more 
resea rch. They a re each important, useful and neces-
sary commoditie that give the flax plant an added 
dimension. 
RETTING 
After threshing, the flax was subjected to the pro css 
known as retting or rotting. This was neces ary becau 
the "flax straw con ists of two parts, the shives, or [as 
it] is frequently called shoove, shove, boon and hurl , 
and the fibre or inner ba rk, all nicely ad her d by a 
natural mucilage. Rotting simply dissolve the mu-
cilage which separates the wood portion and th 
fibre."" Pennsylvania farmers did as oth r American 
farm ers and used the two methods of retling, how vcr, 
probably close to ninety per cent or more followed the 
dew retting process, and not the oft desc ribed water 
retting. There were advocates of both methods who 
claimed each method would produce thr best, finest 
a nd most desirable fiber. oo 
·'Christoph Saur, D er H och D eutsche A mericanische Cal-
ender auf das Jahr ... 1767 (Germantown ). 
!).;Horace Allen, p. 184. 
""M ackenzie, p. 559, says about water retti ng, " Standing 
pools for many reasons, are the most proper for the purpose, 
occasioning the flax to have a bette r colour to be sooner 
ready for the grass, and even to be of superior quality in 
evel respect." On the other side of the discussion Elij ah 
Ch ~se, p. 542, says, " Dew retti ng ... produces a finer and 
si lkie r fib er than water rett ing." 
Water retting or steeping was performed in this 
manner. A platform of poles, rails or boards was built 
and sunk with stones to the bottom of a pool of soft 
water. Stakes were driven in on each side of the 
sunken platform. Then the beets or sheaves of flax 
were put into the water in a recli ning upright position 
and weights were placed on top to hold the fl ax down. 
In warm weather it was left in about ten days but 
progress checks were made daily after the seventh day. 
I t was considered better to give too little water than 
too much. The flax was removed from the water a nd 
spread out on the grass at a depth of about one half 
inch to finish the process slowly." 
D ew retting was the method followed by farmer 
Gehman and the one described by Eli K eller and 
Alexander Marshall. From one day to five weeks" 
after threshing had been performed the rye straw 
bound bund les of flax were loaded on the ladder wagon 
with no particular care being given to loading the root 
end one direction or the other, since there was nothing 
to crush or damage." The wagon was then taken to 
the meadow where the second cutting of hay had just 
been made."" A d ry part of the meadow area a t some 
d istance from the buildings was used so that neither 
chickens, p igs, nor cattle would accidently wander in to 
the retting fl ax.'·' The bundles were thrown off the 
wagon to the right a nd to the left, judging the d istance 
according to the area to be covered by each bund le.'·' 
The fl ax was then spread out in long thin straight 
rows. Spreading was a time consum ing a nd back 
breaking task in which most of the fami ly probably 
had a part. Ca re had to be taken that the fl ax was 
spread about one half inch thick so that uni fo rm 
retting would take place, a lso the butts had to be 
kept even in this process as well as in all the processes 
up to this point. '·3 After lying a week to ten days the 
grass began to grow up through the fl ax, so the flax 
had to be lifted out of the grass. This was effected by 
sta rting a t the outside row and taking a wooden hay 
rake or a long smooth wooden pole a nd sliding the 
handle or pole under the fl ax perpendicular to the 
stems then flipping the sta lks in this section so the 
butt ends would be pointing in the direction opposite 
their former position. This way the bottom side would 
be exposed to the sunlight. The turning process was 
repeated throughout the entire retting period. In dew 
"The in formation on water ret ting was drawn from M ac-
kenzie, p . 559, and H orace Allen , p . 184. 
" Gehman dia ry for the years 183 1, 1832, 1837 and 1842. 
" K eller poem, p. 82. 
,ooGehman's diary for 1832 - "A ugust 27, mowed . Aug-
ust 28, mowed a li ttle; August 30, mowed, brought home 
three loads of a ftermath ; August 31, mowed and brought 
home th ree loads of a ftermath . September I , two loads of 
aftermath . Sep tember 3, spread fl ax." 
'·'K eller poem, p . 82. 
""K eller poem, p . 82 . 
'.3H orace Allen, p. 184. 
retting the alternating effect of the sun, dew, and ram 
produced the desired resu lt-separation of the boon 
and fiber. 
Weather determined the period of time requi red for 
retting, but it was usually not fewer than three nor 
more than five weeks."" "The test of this retting pro-
cess was, to take a small bunch of flax and break it 
with the hands; if the filaments eparated freely and 
eas ily from the boon, the work was done."'·' \"'hen the 
retting process was complete, the rye straw bands"'" to 
tie the flax were again taken from the barn to the 
meadow, and "the flax was then eas ily and quickly 
ga thered, tied up, and hau led back to the barn, or 
some good dry shed, ready for the process of brak-
ing.'''·7 ot all fl ax was braked the same sea on it was 
retted for on M arch 11, 1812, the estate of George 
Trumbour of M ainl and, Montgomery County, was 
inventoried and there was listed "192 bundles of flax 
(unbroke ) ." 
B RAKING 
Whether the flax stalk had been dew retted in the 
meadow or rotted in a pond of wa ter, it was dried 
very brittle befo re it could be successfu ll y broken on 
the flax brake. I n order to do this, the flax stalk was 
heated over an open fire which had to be carefully 
guarded .lO' 
The Pennsylvania D utch term brechloch refers to 
the area on the fa rm where the smoking or drying and 
braking of the flax was done. Thus fa r no English 
term has been found for this location which was usually 
in the meadow "away from the build ings a nd not ex-
'·'Gehman diary- " August 3 1, 1837, spread flax for ret-
ting ( rain )," " October 2, 1837 , brought in flax from retting. " 
'·'Keller F lax Uti lity, p. 269. 
'OGK eller poem, p. 83. 
'·'K eller Flax Utility, p. 269. 
'·'K eller F lax Uti lity, p. 269. 
Th e work of flax swingling was eased and sped up 
gre.atly by the use of a scutching wheel. From H. L. 
Fisher's Olden Times. 
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Scutching wheel from the collection of the H istorical 
Society of Berks County, R eading, Pennsylvania. 
posed to the wind."'" H ere stood permanently the 
dryi ng frame or flax oven and a t braking time the 
bundles of fl ax and the flax brake. D aniel Bare de-
scribed such a place as follows: "Farmers usually had 
a rough fireplace constructed in some out of the way 
corner and several poles or la th were laid over it five 
feet above the ground on which the flax was placed 
and spread out to dry before braking it."ltO Alexander 
M arshall , writing in 1879, also remembered this fire 
being out of doors and drying the flax before braking 
it. M ar hall states that "forks were erected [in the 
ground] and cross sticks on which fl ax was laid and 
turned to dry on both sides by the farmer's wife.'''\l 
In 1907 it was reported that many so-called flax kilns 
were still in existence in the upper end of Bucks Coun-
ty.'" These kilns consisted of a wall about five feet 
high, six feet long and having wings that extended to 
form the letter "E" which generally faced the midday 
sun. Across this wall were two or more green poles 
on which a thin layer of flax was placed with the fl ax 
being turned quite often to insure its dryness.lI3 
In the early fall , all the old stumps and roots on the 
farm were gathered and split to be used for drying the 
flax because they gave heat with very little flame. The 
fire needed constant attention for it was sad when a 
man burned "a bed of flax," then his comrades would 
berate him for his carelessness. ll4 
'''Keller Flax Utility, p. 269 . 
"OD aniel Bare, p . 5. 
lI1Alexander Marshall , p. 8. 
m cheetz Flax Culture, p. 484. 
l13Scheetz Flax Culture, p. 48+. 
"'Scheetz Flax Culture, p. 484 . 
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n intere ting flax oven u ed for dryina or roa tina 
flax on the amuel J. hu ter farm, lexandria Town-
hip, Hunterdon ounty ew Jer cy, i worth , of note. 
The German culture wa ccrtainly not limited to the 
state of Penn yl ania, nor wa the German flax ulture. 
M any Germans ettled just aero s the D elaware R iver 
111 ew Jersey, and the fla.x proce ina techniqu u d 
on the huster farm cou ld ea il ha e been u cd on th 
Penn ylvania side of the ri er. The hu tcr flax a en 
had a horizontal flue about fifteen feet long, eightc n 
inche widc and lweI e inchc high, built on an upwa rd 
incline against the side of a bank. I t wa on tructed 
C?f two parallel loose stone walls \ ith a roof of flat 
stones that were made tight by covering them with 
earth . At the upper end, the flu cntered a wooden 
box or frame about six feet long with a rectangular 
shaped opening that measurcd about t\ a and a half 
fee t by four feet on the in ide. On the inner rim of 
this wooden box about eight inches below the top 
were severa l poles on which the fla.x wa laid to bc 
dried. The advantage of thi type of fl ax ov n was 
tha t a wild wood fire was built in the lower stone oven 
and the smoke and hea t, minus the sparks, traveled 
into the wooden box to heat and dry the fl ax. It 
took about fifteen minutes to dry each lot of flax 
that was placed in the dryer. During this fiftecn 
minutes of drying, the previous lot of dried flax was 
broken on the nearby flax brake keeping the operation 
continuous .]1!i 
One of the best descriptions of the fl ax-drying pro-
cess is found in the lengthy Pen nsylvania :putch poem 
about the flax culture written by the Rev. Eli K eller. 
A short portion of the translation by H. W. Kriebel 
follows: 
In the earl y mom before the smile of day, 
fire is carri ed and started in the roasting 
hearth a long the creek. Flames rise high 
and free. Strong winds do not beat thereon 
and that is also fortunate . . 
There lie stumps and an axe, and more than a 
dozen bundles of fl ax. A fl ax brake is 
there. tanding up next to the fire are 
forks, and rods lie on top of them. Thus 
must the preparation be. 
H e roasts the fl ax in proper form , tha t it 
may brake nicer and easier- thus the work 
comes easy. Of the fire he takes good care, 
that it by no means flames up and ra ises the 
heat too high . 
At eventide he kills the fire, binds flax 
quite tight, slowly bears it to the barn, 
glad the time for rest has come.'" 
This drying process was quite a smoky job and the 
great clouds of smoke were an added probl em to the 
'''Elijah Case, pp. 282-284. 
"'K eller poem, p . 78. 
man who was bra king the flax nea rby. There was a 
folk belief among the Pennsylvania Germans that the 
devil took residence in the flax and hid there so that 
he could bother the girls. However, when the flax 
was dried over the smoky heat, the devil could be seen 
leaving his flaxen den in the black smoke billowing 
towards the sky. The Dutchmen did not take any 
chances, however. If tha t devil had not been smoked 
out during the drying process, they planned to pinch 
him out or tear him to shreds when they scutched 
and hackled the fl ax.l11 
When the flax was quite dry and brittle it was 
removed from the drying frame and immediately 
broken. The braking crushed a nd broke the inner 
woody boon of the flax plant which had to be removed 
to free the flax fibers located in the ba rk of the plant. 
In fl ax-processing braking was the worst job "of all, 
and only strong men cou ld do it well.')!" The m ethod 
of braking flax was fairl y standard throughou t P enn-
sylvania as was the design of the flax brake. The flax 
"braking was done by handfuls. Two sticks'" of strong 
wood were tied together at the ends with a stroTlg 
rope or leather strap, about nine inches apart ; with 
these the fl ax near its roots was firmly held together 
by the left ha nd ; whilst the right ha nd operated the 
bra ke a t a lively rate . . . . The top end of the hand-
ful being well broken a nd knocked out on the brake, 
the other end , though the harder, could be managed 
more easily. About one ha lf of the weight was thus 
knocked to the winds-the good part nicely straightened 
out and slightly twisted so as to keep by itself-then 
laid out on two [straw] bands for binding u p.,,,,o In 
his Pennsylvania Dutch poem, K eller indicated that the 
broken flax was laid on glatte schtange- smooth rods-
and not on rye straw bands as he indicates in his 
English prose. Perhaps both methods were used. 
According to his diary Johannes Gehman usually 
braked his fl ax in the month of O ctober, but in 1831 
he started on September 28, and in 1867 he did not 
finish braking until November 16. Gehman usually 
took several days to complete this chore.'" The work 
day for flax braking commenced about day-break, and 
continued until sunset,'" and "at evening the fire was 
11lH. L. Fisher, p. 108. 
' ''K eller Flax Utility, p. 270 . 
119M ercer, p . 30, lists one of these tools in his collect ion at 
the Bucks County H isto rical Society and describes it as " two 
twigs as thick as your middle finger, a foot long, tied together 
at one end of each by sixteen inches of stout string. One of 
these f/achsgnewwel can be seen at the Schwenk feld er Museum 
in Pennsburg. On this example the wooden sticks are joined 
with a leather strap. 
"oK eller Flax Utility, p : 270. 
"'Gehman di ary, "October 11 , 1833, braked flax twenty 
nine bundles. October 12, braked twenty three bundles of 
flax. October 14, braked thirty three bundles of flax of which 
twenty belonged to father." K ell er states that one man could 
brake about a dozen flax-bundles per day, so there must h ave 
been two and three men braking on the days where Gehman 
records twenty-three to thirty-three bundles per da):. 
'''Kell er Flax Utility, p . 270. 
ca refull y extinguished a n about a dozen fl ax bundles 
were ca rried by the weary a nd dusty man in one la rge 
double-bound bundle to the barn.''' ''' 
There were in most communities men whose occupa-
tion was day-laboring, a nd in the fl ax-bra king season 
they braked for a li ving. One m an-"Old R emmig 
was the fl ax braker a nd sheep shearer" for his whole 
community.'" D avid Shultze " I-lad a fl ax-braker: Jo-
seph. The week before had Abraham Wisler.''' '' John 
Smith broke fl ax for H enry Wismer for one day for 
two shillings and six p ence in 1775.'" D aniel Kraut 
broke fl ax for two days a t three_shillings and nine pence 
per day for Abraham O vefflOlt in about 1810. The 
wage per day was greater than that pa id for threshing 
with a fl a il a nd equal to the wage for loading manure 
or mowing with a scythe.''' 
The fl ax brake was made of white oak wood well 
seasoned and consisted of two bed 1%' of fou r foot long 
tapered knives which when the top bed was lifted and 
lowered on its wooden hinge fit nicely between the 
bottom bed to kn ives. The author who said, "A pic-
ture is worth a thousand words," probably h ad the 
flax brake in mind when he made th is statement, be-
cause a better concept of what this instrument was 
can be had by looking at the accompanying illustra-
tions than by reading any description of this peculiar 
looking tool. The fl ax brake was made by the local 
cabinet makers and carpenters. Probably very few 
were ever made by the farmers themselves, became 
all the brakes examined showed in their construc-
tion a superior knowledge of wood-working. Abraham 
Rittenhouse, a carpenter of Germantown,' made two 
flax brakes, one in 1755 and one in 1767.129 Ritten-
house a lso made tables, plows, harrows and butter boxes 
as well as doing millwright work a nd genera l ca rpen try. 
Listed in the inventory of George Trumbour of 
Lower Salford T ownship In M ontgomery County 
among the things at the bam is "a flax brake $1.50 ." 
From this inventory entry and the fact that the braking 
took place outside it can be surmised that the proper 
place for storage of the flax brake and fla chs gnew1.Qel 
was somewhere in the barn or other outbuildings, and 
not in the house. 
"'K eller Flax Utility, p. 270. 
"'H enry H averst ick Rank, The L ife of R ev . Benjamin Baus-
man ( 19 12 ) , p. 23 . 
"'Shultze journal , I , 110. 
"'H enry vVismer manuscript weaver 's accou nt book be-
longing to Clara Weiss, Frederick, Pa. This book was kept 
by Henry Wi mer of Bedminster Township, Bucks County, 
and covers the years 1768 to 1800. 
"'Abraham Overholt manuscript cabinetm aker's account 
book belonging to Robert C. Bucher, Schwenksville, Pa. , 
p . 63. Overholt lived in Bedmins ter Township, Bucks County 
and kept th is account book from 1790 to 1833. ' 
''"K eller Flax Utility, p . 269. 
'''Abraham Rittenhouse manuscript carpenter's account book 
covering the period 1755-1799, pp. 35 and 43. Rittenhouse 
lived in either R oxborough or Germantown. 
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CUTCHING 
The object of the next step in the long involved 
proce sing of the flax fiber i to remove every particle 
of the broken stem or boon from the fiber it elf. 
cutching, scoutching, swingling or flax \\'ingling-
whatever you choose to call it, did not involve as much 
laborious work a braking the flax and for that reason 
the job was often times assigned to the younger boys 
and girls of the fami ly."o There were itua tions when 
the scu tching could have been done by one person bu t 
it was the type of work tha t ea ily adapted to a frolic 
where many hands made light work. 
oon as the fl ax braking is ended the scutching 
takes its turn . This the lads a nd la ies do as 
they sing and whistle. '" 
On O ctober 31, 1782, and again on eptember 19, 
1786, David hultze noted in his d ia ry tha t the children 
swung fl ax a lthough by this time Shultze's children 
were adul ts1.12 There were time, however when wom~n 
were hired to swingle fl ax . T wo such examples are 
fo und in the Gottschalk Gottschalk weaver's account 
book and read as follows : " 1789 Elizabeth Wacker 
swingled flax one day." " usan Paul swingled fl ax for 
one day," for which Gottschalk paid one hilling th ree 
pence. Another weaver H enry Wismer paid five sh ill-
ings to T. and P. M aclann together for swingling fl ax 
one day. '" 
Old, well worn clothing was worn by a ll the partic-
ipants as this was qui te a dirty dusty job, a nd the 
scutchers' faces especially around the eyes assumed a 
strange appearance.'" 
It was usua lly a t this point when the man's work 
with the fl ax-process ing was considered fi nished and 
that of the women and children began, bu t there w.1S 
ometime a small overlap of du ties and the man of 
the house helped with the scu tching. David Shultze 
wung flax in November, 1780, O ctober, 1782, a nd 
again in ovember, 1790, when he was an elderly 
man.'" J ohanne Gehman also scutched flax during 
the month of O ctober, 1844. The eason for scutching 
was in the fall immediately following the braking pro-
ce s acco rding to both the hultze and Gehm an records. 
If the weather was too windy and cold, scutching 
was done in a shed or vacant stable."o 
The tools needed were a mooth upright, perpen-
dicular board ca lled a swinglestock or swingleblock'" 
which mea ured about ten inches wide, was waist 
high and wa nailed a t the lower end to a heavy block 
to keep it teady and firm. '" The upper end of it was 
"OK eller Fl ax ti li ty p . 270. 
'''K eller poem, p. 84. 
'" hu]tze journal II 163 194 
I3:IH enry Wismer ~cco'unt book . 
:: K eller FI lL" tili ty, p. 270.' 
130 hultze Journal, II , 133, 162, 226. 
,,-K eller Flax tility, p. 270. 
.'K eller Flax t ili ty, p. 270 and Alexander Marsh all p 8. 
,<sAlexand er Marsha ll , p . 8 . ' , . 
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H ackling was generally done by the women of the 
household in either a shed or the attic of the house. 
(D raw m g from Fisher's Olden Times ) . 
shaved a lmost to an edge and rounded ofT so th at th 
left hand holding the fl ax could re t against it. '" The 
other tool needed was a swingling or scu tching knifl'. 
It was a ha lf inch board, three inches wide by cigh tc n 
inches long with one end drawn into a handl e with a 
smooth double edge, rounded in every part."o 
In the search for Pennsylvania fl ax equipm nt it was 
disappointing not to be able to find a swinglcstock. Th 
written description above and a few paintings and 
woodcuts a re the only sources of informa tion to date 
that hed light on the physical app a ranc of this tool. 
The scutching knives present a brighter p icture, how-
ever. Examples of Pennsylvania German fl ax scutching 
knives a re available in museum a nd private collections 
throughou t the southeastern section of this sta te a nd 
are remarkably simil a r to each other. I n the more 
than thirty scutching knives tha t were examined and 
measured it was found tha t the ha rdwoods used to 
make them include hickory, cherry, oak, apple and 
I3DK eller Fl ax U tili.ty, p . 270 . A descrip tion in H orace Allen, 
p . .184, says the swmglestock had a " notch near th e top in 
whIch the flax was pl aced while scutching" ins tead of holding 
it so the fl ax rested over the top of the board . Thus far no 
refernce to using a swinglestock of this type on a Pennsylvania 
Du tch farm has been found . 
"·Al exa nder M arshall , p . 8. 
walnut with the majority being made of hickory. On ly 
one knife had any form of identification on it which 
was a rved into the wood, "BB 1822.'"'' All other knives 
were without name, initials, date, color, or painted 
decoration. Two types of scutching knives have been 
found which do not appear to be from the Pennsylva -
nia German fl ax culture, but may be from the Briti~h 
I sles tradition. Both types have only one sharpened 
or tapered edge. The one style has a long straight 
blade a nd the other has a sixteen inch pointed and 
curved blade. The Penn ylvan ia German scutching 
knife has two tapered cutting edges on the blade section 
of the knife. Of the s~utching knives measured the 
shortest was sixteen and a half inches and the longest 
had a length of twenty seven a nd five eighths inches. 
The ha ndl e va ried from three a nd three quarters of 
an inch to six and a qua rter inches in length so, of 
course, there were variations in blade length. Regard-
less of the wood used or the variation in handle size, 
this flax tool retained its shape and usc well into the 
19th Century in Pennsylvania. 
The bundle of broken, limp fl ax that had been tied 
together when the bra king process was completed was 
now brought to the scutching area and opened. The 
scutcher would ta ke a handful of the broken fl ax with 
his left hand and hold it over the u pright end of the 
swinglestock and hit it with the sharp edge of the 
cutching knife that he held in his right hand. When 
the one end was finished, the hand ful of flax was turned 
so the entire stalk was scutched and every particle of 
starw removed. If for some reason a family did not 
have or u se a swinglestock, they held the fl ax to be 
scutched over the back of a kitchen chair and pro-
ceeded to use the scutching knife as described .'" Slow-
"'This knife is at the M ercer Museum, Doylestown, Pa. 
"'I nterview with H arry F. Stauffer of Farmersville, Pa., 
and J ohn B. Brendel, R einholds, Pa., on O ctober 11 , 1970. 
Iy the broken stem fell off expo ing the rich glo of 
the flax fiber, and the hive or handful of cutched flax 
was somewhat twisted together and laid aside.'" When 
all the hives had been swingled, they were bound 
together lH and carried to the atti where they were 
piled along the waW" to wait until the women began 
to hackle as the individual fibers were still stuck to-
gether in narrow ribbons a nd were not able to be 
pun. 
When the work was completed there was, in ad-
dition to the shives of scutched fl ax, quite a sizeable 
amount of fl ax hurds. These hurds or hards a re de-
fined by Samuel Johnson as "the refu e of fl ax" '''' which 
consisted of the broken stems removed from the fl ax 
fiber during swingling. "According to the experience 
of one fa rmer the flax hurds serve well in the planting 
of young fruit trees. When setting young trees, the waste 
from scutching and hack ling of flax is laid a round the 
trunk to the ends of the roots. This greatl y promotes 
the growth of the trees, chokes grass a nd its roots and 
keeps the soil loose. It can even be used to achieve 
best results with old diseased trees."'" Johannes Geh-
man "hauled three loads of fl ax stubble into the cow-
pen" as bedding. True to form, the Pennsylva nia 
Dutchman never wasted anything! 
Pennsylvania German will s show quite a variety of 
everyday items that held value above pounds and shil-
lings . The mother became the chief beneficia ry of the 
estate as it was she who was to continue and m ainta in 
the unity of the fami ly. 10st Germa n wills provide 
acreage or poundage of flax for the widow assuming 
the fl ax would be processed for her, and other times 
the widow inherited a definite amount of processed 
'''Keller poem, p. 85. 
'''Keller Flax Utility, p. 270 . 
'''K eller poem, p. 85. 
''''Samuel J ohnson, Dictionary of th e English Language 
( Philadelphia, 1805 ). 
HlJ ohann Krauss, p. 193. 
The coarse and fine flax 
hackles were usually fas-
tened to a four-legged 
bench w hen in use. Cour-
tesy of the Hist o ri c al 
S ociety of Berks Count'y, 
R eading. 
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fibers flax, hemp, and wool ) a a yearly grant during 
her lifetime. In nion County, 1822, the hu band 
willed to his wife that" he shall have yearly a quarter 
of flax land own on my plantation and to be 
broke and swingled by the per on whom I hall <Ti\·e 
an d bequeath my plantation.'"'' Another gentleman 
m orthumberland County, 1791, in tructed hi on 
to provide the mother with thirty pounds of wingled 
flax every year.'" I n the 1751 will of J acob Panne-
becker, eoman of Petkiomen Town hip, Philadelphia 
County,'~) and in the 1772 inventory of Frederick K ern, 
Rockhill Township, Bucks County'" are Ii ted " wingle 
flax," a well a "flax and seed," and a "par il of flax," 
but the amounts are not specified. I n Lanca ter County, 
1789, the elde t daughter rather than the mother wa 
bequeathed varied poundage of swingled flax, tow and 
hempm The husband saw to it that hi wife was 
provided for in every way and in need of nothing 
including swing1cd flax. 
With the ·onset of the I ndustrial Revolu tion a machine 
was developed that came to be used on the farm 
d uring the 19th Cen tu ry that made cutching the flax 
casier and finis hed the job in Ie s time. Grier Scheetz 
described it as a "wheel as la rge as a wagon wheel 
with fou r to five knive of wood fixed into the edge 
and worked by a treadle . . . ." '" "This winging of 
hemp a nd flax occurs a t many places with one singu 'ar 
machi ne. In about a four foot diameter the holding 
whee l is held with fou r swings. I t is moved with the 
foot, more or less. One can with this machine sling 
sixteen to twenty pounds of flax in one day." '''' Such 
a device was sold a t the public sale of J ohanne Eurich 
in Berks County, 1825, for the sum of $4.00 and was 
ca lled a schwingmiihl or scutching mi ll. '" Several 
examples of this fl ax tool have survived the ravages of 
progres , but few, if any, a re in original condition. The 
number of knives mounted on the wheel varies from 
four to fourteen. orne of these knives appear to be 
original to the machine, but others are obvious replace-
ment . I nterestingly enough, these knives retained their 
hape, design and double cutting edge from the hand-
op ra ted scutching knife when they were moun ted on 
the cutching wheel. When in opera tion, the wheel 
revolved in one di rec tion only so there was no need 
for a double-edged knife unless, of cour e, the knives 
'''R usse ll Gilbert, p . 22. 
'''R ussell Gilbert, p. 30. 
''''Ralph L . J ohnso n a nd D avid H . Bergey, "Genealogical 
Land marks and M iles tones of the Lower Perk iomen Country," 
T he Perkio.men R egion, X II ; 2, 3 ( 1934), 172. 
"'Ralph Beaver tras burger, T he St rassburger Family and 
A llied Families of PennsJ,luania (Gwynedd V alley, Pa., 1922), 
p. 264. 
"'Russe ll Gil bert, p . 22. 
'''Scheetz Fl ax Culture, p. 485. 
"'I ra D . Landis, " As Others ee s- 1823 Style," M en-
n O l~!te R esearch J ou rnal, III : 2 ( April, 1962), 21. 
l~Man usc r i pt sale bill of J ohannes Eurich, Bern Township, 
Berks Coun ty, 1825, owned by A. G . Keyser. 
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}VI ost flax hackles originally had a wooden cover. II ere 
the co ver is shown with the old tow wad in I he lid to 
pTotect the iron spikes. Courtesy of the Goschenho p pen 
H istorians A1useum, Green L ane. 
were removed periodically and reversed. Of th s utch-
ing wheels measured fo r this study, most were original-
ly foot -powered but the tread le and footman ar now 
mlS mg. Water power was eventua ll y appli d to the 
scu tching wheel and it was not long un til commercial 
scutching was perfo rmed a t the mill. In Berks Coun ty 
at the M ensch grist and aw mill , an old badly d ayed 
swingle machine was found during the 1860's which 
had formerly been of great service to the community.'" 
In the Powder V alley in L ehigh Coun ty were other 
such factories erected especially for cl eaning fl ax by 
wate r power. '" Undoubtedly, such mills eased the work 
load of the fa rmer for many years as he prepared the 
fl ax fi ber for spinning. 
H AC KL! G 
The normal season for hackling or heckling fl ax 
followed immedia tely aft r the scutching had been 
fini hed'''-the beginning of ovember. The sooner 
the hackling was completed the sooner the spinning 
could be begun. 
H atcheling or hackling " was generally done by a 
lady and done on the garret of the dwell ing-house.'"'' 
The woman of the house a t times had hired h Ip to 
assist with the chore of hackling as is brought out in 
''''K ell er Fl ax t ili ty, p . 267 . 
"'K ell er Fl ax tility, pp . 266-267 . 
'-" William Z. Gottschalk manuscrip t weaver's accoun t book 
from Schwenksvill e, Pa ., in the coll ection of Clarence K ulp, 
J r. , V ern field , Pa. ovember 12, 1835, " Sara Gottschalk 
hackl ed flax one day 25¢." Gottschalk Gottschalk account 
book sta tes, "November 16, 1792, hackl ed fl ax for R osina." 
Also this statement from th e Sh ultze journal, II , 164, confirms 
the hackeling season , " ovember 6, 1782 , the flax hatcheling 
was fini shed seventy pounds." 
"'K eller Flax Utility, p . 271. 
this entry in an old account book, "Barbara M eyer 
hackled fl ax four days.'''''' The tools used for hack ling 
were one inch thick boards, three to three a nd a half 
inches wide and twelve to fi fteen inches long with a 
bed of th ree inch long hand-forged iron spikes. These 
spikes were h ighly polished and always quite sharp, 
therefore each hackle was provided with a wooden 
box cover which had a tow wad in the top to act as 
a cushion. V ery often there was some punched folk 
art decoration on the tin covering on the side a nd very 
often a name or initials and a date. The earliest da te 
found so far is 1739 and the most recent is 1834. Most 
farms had two of these iron spiked combs-one a coarse 
grade a nd the other a fine grade. Some fa rms however 
had three. Severa l double hackles have come to ligh t 
which conta in a n eight inch by three inch bed of wide-
ly set spikes a nd a similar bed of closcly set spikes-
the coa rse and fi ne hackles all in one.'·' T he spacing 
of the spikes in the fine hackle was usua lly ten or 
eleven in fi ve inches a nd the coarse hatchel had six 
to seven spikes in five inches. 
'··Abraham Gehman's manuscript fa rm account book, p . 33, 
coveri ng the period 1804 to 181 9, now owned by Abram 
Gehman, Bally, Pa. , was transla ted by R aymond E. H oll en-
bach in 1971. T his account book was kept by the fa ther of 
J ohannes Z. Gehman. Also a bit of lore rela ted by '-Eugene 
K . K err about h is grandmother Keyser concerns a h ired girl 
goi ng to a neighbor to hackle fl ax. " M y gram my K eyser 
used to go to the neighbors to hackle flax and carried her 
fl ax hackle in her fo lded arms. On departing for the neigh-
bors in the morning she was warned tha t if a la rge black cat 
were to appear she shou ld take her flax hackle and strike a 
cer ta in oak tree and say, 'D oh iss der Zein baam.' - H ere 
is the line tree. So as she was walking a la rge b lack cat 
appeared . T he cat was so big tha t its ta il came to grammy 
Keyser's elbow. The cat walked a long with her and when 
she reached the special oak t ree she struck the tree with the 
hackle and said, 'D oh iss der Zein baam: and the cat dis-
appeared. " 
The coarse a nd the fi ne hatchel were fastened by 
wing nu ts to a four legged bench which tood about 
two feet high and was about four feet long. 
The handful of fl ax from scutching was taken by a 
sea ted woman'" and held in about the middle a nd 
drawn through the coa rse hackle until a ll the coar e 
tow had been removed from one end . The handful 
was turned and the other end drawn through. This 
coarse tow was used for sta rting fire with tinder boxes 
or flint and steel, and for p inning coarse tow fabric 
for feed bags a nd wagon covers. The ha ndfu l of flax 
which had passed through the coa rse hackle was then 
passed through the fine hackle in the same manner. 
T he combings or fine tow from this process were rolled 
into li ttle hat-like bundles and set in long rows on the 
floor along the attic wal !. '63 The bund les about four 
inches in diameter a nd th irteen inches high were 
formed by taking a thinly spread wad of tow twenty 
seven inches by twenty three inches and fo ld ing the 
top and bottom edges to the middle to form a th irteen 
inch wide mass . The wad is then rolled, starting at 
Flax hackle with lid in place. 
Goschenhoppen H istorians 
M useum, Green L ane. 
the long end, into a roll four inches in diameter. T hese 
tow rolls were sometimes placed in a wooden barrel 
or a bag'" a nd stored in the garret until spun in to 
fi ne tow yarn which was la ter woven and made into 
work clothing and bed casings. The fi ber rem aining 
in the hackler 's ha nds was fl ax ready to be spu n into 
fine linen. 
'''Qu ite a few inventories of 18th Century farm s list only 
one hackle. Could this possibly have been a double hackle 
with both grades in one tool ? 
' ''K eller Flax Utili ty, p . 27 1. 
'''K ell er poem, p. 85. 
""A barrel and a bag of tow rolls were purchased by Ellen 
Gehret in 1969, in the O ley V alley, Berks County, Pa. 
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'f hc fongf'st, fin{'st anel softest flax fiber \\ ,IS raJlc'd 
"fill('" ,wei ,\ handfuf was doubl{'d up alld twist('d 
to/-,c,tll( I likc' a se Irw which was hellcdorth caJlc'd a 
"stl iC'k", ' f IH' old stri( ks an' twistC'd \('1 tightly alld 
('vellly alld arc quite IIc'at \,itlt v(,ry few fdwrs out of 
plae p, ' f hn(' must ha C' bc'c'n a def'llitc' "Irick of the 
tr,ldc'" when nl<lking this st rie k to get tllf' small cnd 
as light as the large r cnd and not h, \'e' it lInlwi~t 
elUI ilH4 future' halldlin/.{ and slora ", Those' of LIS \\ ho 
ha 'l'c'«(,lIt ly lril'd to rqnociu((' an old flax stl i('k know 
th ;!t ('''IWI ic'nc{' IlIUSt IH' tl\{' Iwsl lC',l( hel, 
\Vlwll ha( klillg \ ,\S 0 C'I, the'rc' wC'/C' doze'l15 of strirks 
to 1)(' stO/l'(/ fol' futun' spillllin', rh ('y WC'/(' sOIlH'till1('S 
plilc c'd illdividllally ill w()oclc'n "a I'n'ls'" , and k(,pt in th(' 
,Jtti(' as SIIC h , bllt olher lill1(,s a ('onl \,as passed Ihrough 
thc ' SIII ,tl l poillll'cI ('nd of fl'oll1 foul' to fOlly stri( ks 
fOl'llling a rn tlll'r lal gc' a nd IWiIV} "1111<11(', '1'11(' bundles 
of St l ic ks we/'( ' tlll' lI IlIlIlg nlollg tl\{' c'''posed raftC'l's in 
tilt' .It tic, ",' A nlor(' 1I10Llsc'-proo f IIl('thod W,IS to store 
till' hllncll,'s of stricks in a wooden hox espe('i,llIy l11ade 
fOI thi s purpose, Suc h a bo" with it s 01 igin,tI blLlc' 
pnint \las uscd by a Kauffntnn f;lIl1ily in the Ol(' y 
" itllc '}, fll'lks ( !ollnt y, dming lh, ' 191h !,' ntul y anc! 
it is sti ll in Ihe possc'ssion of lhc 'ir dC'scendanls, '" 
If fol' SO IlIC ' I'enson a surplus of 11I1Spllll flax rd)cr 
happc'll( 'cI 10 a ('UIlILllalc on ;t f;11'I11 the C'XCC'ss cOllld 
al",a s Ilc' so lei to ;t paper mill ,IS was the C;tS!' for 
I>rallalll C['h'llall where he rccords , " .loncso n ,t the 
p;lpr' l' IIlill I'c('ei cd tweilly lIinc ;tnd n hnlf pounds 
rlax ,I t e)l\(' shillillg pel' pound , ,,,,, This unsplln flax 
"" iJrll'r"t of f"IX sl ricks WrlS purchas"d frolll the' san\{' 
fn,"il y ill till' OtC'y Vnltt'y which hnd th,· quantilY of tow 
"otis lIH'ntiollt'd nbovt', 
""'K"tl,'" Fin tility, p , 27 1, 
""Tht' ho. is l1I,cd(' of pin,' .llld n1l':lSIII'I'S aitout lwt'nty 
illch,'s tOll 10(, (w,'nty incllt's wicil' rind twC'tVt' inch,'s d,"'p with 
a hir1f{,'d lid rind hn sp to kt'(,p it cl{lSI'd , In sid" is ;J largl' 
hUlldlc' cOlltaining sixty-six stri('ls of fl.1X tH,d with ('otlllll 
faitric ( ~\Pl'. 
"",\itl'ahal1l (; ['h 111:111 :1C'C<lIln t honk, p, '19 . 
fib,1' as \\('11 as old linc'n (a)! \\,IS L1scd to produce 
hi(!h quality lin!,Il papC'1. 
" '\C'I,tI intc'lc'sting uses for the unspun flax and to" 
rlbc I' ,1I'C' gi \"'n by John Z , I ( .11111'1' and arc he/'e rc-
c ollntc'd: 
l ' or ou r pop or \Va tCI' gu ns wt' (,lit an cIder 
bush , tile' kind that bear' th(' famous \linc 01 jcll) 
elckl br'l r}, 1 he C <\111' is similar to bal11boo and 
nOIIIl,l1ly ,d)()ut as thick as ;111 ordinal') brool11 
handlc \I ith ahollt it thn'" "ighths in('h diallH't!'J" 
pith, \Ve ('ut out a section of eldel' bel\\c '('n the 
joints, Tlle'll wC' whilll!'d a pic'\(' of \\hite pin!' 
wood clown to n cliarnC'tcr slightl sl11alln than 
lhe borC' of the ('Idn, B forcing this lhrough tlH' 
('('ntC'1' of the eld(,r, we push('d th,' pith out at thc 
alhc'r end, all in OIH', while, lilltill'r picc!' , Wc' 
ah\ays left a hand lc ' at one elld of tl\(' whittled 
stick or rilJl1rod as a slop, The othn end \ t' Idt 
about one half illch shorl('/' lhan our (,IdeI' ({lin 
ba r/'( ' I wht'n tile' ramrod was insC'l"led up to till' 
hRnd le, 
\ I' dwwed a bllll('h of flax illto a wad and 
forced it a ll lile' way through the barrel whc'!'c' till' 
r;1I II I'Oci , bC'ing sitort , \ oule! not pu~h it all the 
way out at Ihe nthc'!' end. Thc 'n wc' chC'wed thl' 
sC'cond wad and stuffed it in, in likc' manner, By 
forcing this through thl' ba nel , thC' <IiI' woule! 1)(' 
(nlllprc'ssC'd until thc ' pressure' l)('cal11e' so gre<lt 
Ihal the first wad popped out with a considr'l'ablc' 
hang nnd to quile a long ran gc'. Onc' disac!vanta c' 
",ns lhal }'ou < Iways hRc! lo watch where thl' 
ammunilioll landed so as to 1)(' able to reco CT 
it , or YOll h;1(1 to 1)(' chewing new ammunilion .111 
tlll' lillle, Wl'l pap('/' was allllost as good, 
\ e usc'd thl' sa me tnC'thocI for 0111' water guns 
c'xcept that w(' wrapped flax around the end ()f 
tllC' r<lmrod to make it fit tight so no waleI' 
cOllld C'scape alongsidc' lhl' wrapping while it was 
inserlt'd, I nstc 'a d of the flax or paper wads, W(' 
whittlc'd a ti ght-fitting white pinc' plug for tllC' 
el1d, fler fitting th(' plll g WC' split it in half, 
Ienglhwisc', cut a tiny groov(' in the c('ntc'r of 
('nch hnlf, placed thl' halv('s tngC'lllC'r anc! forcc'd 
HOII), hocJ..!"f fwd a dale (/Ild illilials bllt few had as elaborate folk d coration as this, Courtesy of tht' Mercer 
)\1 '11'1'11111, Doyll'sloWlI, 
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the plug tightly into the end of the barre\. By 
inserting the flax-wrapped , tight-fitting ramrod 
into the barrel , fu ll length, placing the gun point 
in a basin of water and slowly withdrawing the 
ramrod, we drew the water in through the tiny 
hole in the plug; and by pushing the ramrod back 
in, we shot the water out of the plug end. The 
faster we pressed the ramrod in, the farther the 
squirt! '" 
In addition to these uses H arry Stauffer, Samuel 
H eller, and John Z. H arner all gave the fo llowing use. 
The old wooden pumps contained a bottom check valve 
or bottom bucket which had a half inch groove turned 
into the outside of the body into which a gasket of tow 
satura ted with melted ta llow was wound. The bu cke t 
was then dropped into its seat and pounded in place 
with a wooden stamper on a rope."o 
BLEACHI G 
During the process used to tra nsform the flax pla nt 
into a spinnable fiber there was no deliberate attempt 
to change the color of the fiber either by dyeing or 
bIeaching,11l as these procedures were usua lly reserved 
for spun thread or woven fabric 
There apparently were occasions, however, when it 
was desirable to bleach the raw flax fiber before it 
was spun to m ake it white and as soft as silk. The 
following is a recipe to whiten flax and hemp taken 
directly from the 1769 almanac of Christoph Saur, 
Germantown. 
Take one or one hundred pounds-as much as 
you wish to prepare, and tie it together loosely in 
h andfuls. Then take a barrel and enter as many 
pints of cold water as you have pounds of flax 
and as many handfuls of flour. Stir the flour until 
"'John Z. Harner, Seed Ti.me to H arvest, as told to Alliene 
Saeger Dechant (Kutztown, Pa., 1957 ), pp. 99-100. 
17°In terview with Harry F. Stauffer and Samuel R. Heller 
of Farmersville, Pa., and J. Z. Harner, p. 33. 
11lThere are theories that suggest that the system of retting 
the flax stalk had some influence on the shade of the natural 
fl ax fiber. Old examples of fl ax sometimes show a marked dif-
ference in natural color but we are not prepared to explain 
why. 
the mixture looks like milk. Further take very hot 
water and more flour so the sauce a lways remains 
as thin as good milk. After this has a ll been 
stirred so there are no lumps, take ale brewers yea t 
and add it to the gravy. When this i cool enough 
to keep the ha nd in it, then lay the handfuls of 
tied flax spread out in the barrel one bundle next 
to the other until the entire quantity to be. pro-
essed has been entered. There mu t be a hand's 
breadth of sauce over the flax, and the flax must 
be weighted slightly so it can not float. After the 
flax has been in the sauce for two day it must 
be turned and left in for another day ; thereupon 
remove a bundl e of flax, rinse it clean in wate r 
and let it dry. If it is whi te and soft enough then 
take i t a ll out ; if not let it remain in the sauce 
for again as long as it has been in. After this wash 
it a ll out with clean water, let it dry and fina ll y 
scrape it with a knife-shaped instrument while 
kneeling, then pass it through four grades of 
hack les so that it is newly craped each time un til 
it becomes as fine as one wants to process it for 
172 use. 
I t is felt that bleaching the raw, unspun flax fiber 
was probably not practiced with much frequency on 
the farmstead but was done more often in a mill when 
the occasion arose. I t is nonetheless an interesting step 
in processing flax and one that merits a ttention. 
After the fl ax plant had been processed to the refi ned 
fiber state it was then ready ot be pu t on the distaff for 
spinning. From the spinning wheel it was wound into 
hanks, bleached and / or dyed or used in its natura l 
fiber color by the weaver, knitter, needleworker, a nd 
seamstress. 
Flax, formerly one of the most useful crops of the 
Pennsylvan ia farm, has now totall y disappeared from 
the fields and all that remains is a bit of history ancl 
a few legends.173 The beginning of the encl for flax 
came in 1793 with the invention of the co tton gIn. 
l12Christoph Saur, D er H och D eutsche Americanische Cal-
ender auf das Jahr ... 1769. 
113Lick and Brendle, p. 104. 
T his unusual hackle combines both the coarse and fine hackle In one tool. 
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T wo to w bundles ready for spinning. 
By 1840 co tton goods brought into Penn ylvania were 
so cheap tha t farmers gradua ll y began to use less linen 
a nd more co tton cloth in their daily life. The decl ine 
of the flax culture was gradua l to the beginning of thc 
Civil W a r. The shortage of co tton produced by the 
war revived the fl ax produ ction somewhat, but the 
ulture came to a n abrupt close in 1870. 
GLOSSARY O F PE SYLVA IA D UTCH FLAX TERMS 
Almos t no a ttempt has thus far been m ade to com-
pile a glos a ry of P nn ylva nia Dutch terms dealing 
with the flax culture, a nd since a number of the sources 
of informa tion on flax a re in the dialect we a re here 
in luding a glossary of dialect fl ax terms. For the most 
pa rt the terms included here refer only to those steps 
in the fl ax process which have been covered in this 
tudy. 
G enera lly the German sound va lues have been u ed 
in our system of orthography. Also included , if po sible, 
a re the genders and plura ls of the nouns and the perfect 
participles of the verbs. 
Baschd (f): The outer husk of the fl ax stalk. (K el-
ler poem, p . 80 ) . 
Bletlche (n ) (pI. Blettcher ) : Leaf (of the fl ax pla nt ) . 
(K eller poem, p. 79 ) . 
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Bliettche (n ) (pI. Bliettcher) : Flower (of th fl ax 
plant ) . (K eller poem, p. 79 ) . 
Boll ( f ) : 1. Boll of the fl ax plant. (L amb rt, p. 31). 
2. Flax before it is broken. (L am bert, p. 31) . 
BoUche (n ) : Boll of the fl ax plant. (K eller po m, 
p. 80 ) . 
Bollhoke (m ) : H ooks (boon ) rema ining in the fl ax 
after scutching. (K eller Flax Utility, p. 271 ) . 
Bollwaerrick (n ) : T ow of the first ha kling. (Lam-
bert, p. 31). 
Brechaagel (f) (pI. Brechaagele): 1. Part icle of 
boon separa ted in the process of bra king . (L amb rt, 
p. 32 ) . 2. Particle of boon in the tow fiber or fabric. 
(Boonastiel ( 1904 ), p. 6 ) . 
Brechloch (n ) : Area or hollow-sometim s a quarry-
hole-where the fl ax was roasted a nd broken. (L am-
bert, p. 32 ) . 
Britsch (f ) : Flax flail or bat used to bea t fl ax seed 
from the boll and stem. (Lambert, p . 32). 
Bundel (m ) (pI. Bindel ) : Bundle (of flax ). (K lI er, 
p. 82 ) . 
D ock (f): Strick of flax. (L ambert, p . 42). 
D ocke (pp. Gedockt ) : To put flax into stricks. 
(La mbert, p . 42 ) . 
D odder (m ) : 1. Dodder. (L ambert, p. 42). 2. 
Fa lse flax. (L ambert, p. 42 ) . 
D rickle (pp. Gedrickelt ) : To dry flax p rior to brak-
ing. (Lick and Brendle, p. 105 ) . 
A single flax strick ready for storage prior to spinning 
showing the tight even twist. 
Flachs (m ) : l. Flax. (Lambert, p. 56 ) . 2. Flax 
fiber. 
Flachsbaue (n ): Flax culture. (Lambert, p. 56). 
Flachsblum (f ) : (pI. Flachsblumme) l. Flax bud. 
2. Flax flower. (Beam, p. 35) . 
Flachsbrech (f ) : Flax brake. (Lambert, p. 56 ) . 
Flachsbreche (pp. Flachsgebroche): To brake flax. 
(K eller, p. 83 ) . 
Flachsbritsch (f ) : Scutching knife. (John B. Brendel, 
10-11-70 ) . 
Flachsbritsche (pp. Flachsgebritscht): To thresh or 
bat flax. (Keller, p. 81). 
Flachsdaerr (f ) : Flax kiln, or arrangement consist-
ing of forked wooden poles and wooden rods on which 
flax was dried. (Lambert, p. 56). 
Flachsdodder (m ) : Dodder. (Lambert, p. 56 ) . 
Flachse: Of flax . Lambert, p. 56 ) . ... 
Flachsfeld (p ) (pI. Flachsfelder): Flax field. (Beam, 
p. 35 ) . 
Flachsgnewwel (m ) : An instrument to hold the flax 
while braking, consisting of two sticks one foot long 
bound together at one end of each stick by sixteen 
inches of stout cord or leather. (Mercer, p. 30 ) . 
Flachshechel (f): Flax hackle. (Lambert, p. 56) . 
Flachshechle (pp. Flachskechelt): To hackle flax. 
(K eller, p. 82 ) . 
Flachsretze: To re~ flax. (Keller, p. 82 ). 
Flachsroppe : To pull fl ax. (K eller, p. 80) . 
Flachsschmoke : T o roast or dry fl ax on a fla chsdaerr. 
(Shdivvel Knecht 9-9 -71 ) . 
Flachsschtick (n ) : Flax patch or field. (K eller, 
p. 78 ) . 
Flachsschtuhl (m ) : Chair used in scutching fl ax 
in tead of a swinglestock. (John B. Brendle 10-11 -70 ) . 
Flachsschwing (f ) : cutching knife. (Lambert, 
p. 56). 
Flachsschwinge : To scutch flax. (K eller poem, p. 
84 ) . 
Flachssieb (f ) : Flax seive. (M ercer, p. 21 ) . 
Flachsseide (m ) : Dodder. (Lambert, p . 56 ) . 
Flachssom e (m ) : Flax seed. (Lambert, p. 56 ) . 
Flachssume (m ) : Flax seed. (Lambert, p. 56 ) . 
Gnewwel, Knewwel or K newel (m ) : The pointed 
hickory stick used for twisting the straw band which 
binds the flax bundle. (Lambert, p. 68 ) . 
Gnewwle: To twist tightly using a gnewwel. Lam-
bert, p. 68 ) . 
Halm (m ) (pI. Halme) : tern (of flax plant ) . (K el-
ler poem, p. 79 ) . 
H echel (f ) : H ackle. (Lambert, p. 78 ) . 
H echle (pp. K echelt ) : To hack le. (Lambert, p. 78 ) . 
Knewel m ) : A strick of flax. (Fisher, p. 109 ) . 
Olich (m ) : Linseed oi\. (Lambert, p. 116) . 
Olichfass.. (n ) : Hogshead which held seventy gallons 
of linseed oil. (Beam, p . 76). 
Olichkuche (m ) : The compacted mass left after 
pressing the oil from the flax seed. (Lambert, p. 116 ) . 
Olichmehl (n ) : Olichkuche ground for cattl e feed. 
(Lambert, p. 116 ) . 
Olichmiehl (f) : Oil mill. (Beam, p. 76 ) . 
Olichsack (m ) : A coarse bag in which the warnl 
crushed mass of flax seed was put for pressing linseed 
oil. (Lambert, p. 116 ) . 
Olichschlaage : The step in producing linseed oil 
where the ground hea ted flax seed is pounded between 
heavy wooden blocks. (Lambert, p . 116 ) . 
Olichschleeger (m ) : Linseed oil mill worker. (Beam, 
p. 76 ) . 
Olichschtempel (m ) : The stone used in crushing 
fl ax seed in making linseed oi l. (Lambert, p. 116 ) . 
Olichschtenner (m ) : Vat at the oi l miJl for holding 
flax seed. (Lambert ) p. 116 ) . 
R etze : To ret flax. (Lick and Brendle, p. 105 ) . 
Roppe : (pp. Geroppt) To pull flax. (Lick and 
Brendle, p . 105 ) . 
Schack (m ) : Shock (of fl ax). (K eller poem, p. 81 ) . 
Schtock (m ) : Swinglestock . (K eller poem, p. 84 ) . 
Schwengel (m ) : Scutching knife. (Lambert, p. 147 ) . 
Schwenkmesser (n ) : Scutching knife. (M ercer, p . 
11 ) . 
Schwinge (pp. Gschwunge) : To scutch. (Lambert, 
p. 148 ) . 
Schwingmesser (n ): Scutching knife. (Lambert, p. 
148 ) . 
Schwingmiehl (f ) : Scutching wheel. (Lambert, p. 
148 ) . 
Schwingraad (m ) : Scutching wheel. (Lambert, p . 
148 ) . 
S chwingschtock (m ) : Swinglcstock. (Fisher, p. 108 ) . 
S chwingwaerrick (n ) : Tow ( from scutching? ) 
(Lambert, p. 148 ). 
Tock (f) : l. Strick of fl ax. (Lambert, p. 42) . 2. 
Twisted handful of flax after scutching. (Keller poem, 
p. 85 ). 
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D der retz duh (GD der ret:. geduh): To put the 
flax out to ret. ehman Diary . 
Wa erjel n pI. H aergle: 1. H andful of fini hed 
flax fiber. Lambert, p. 172. 2. H andful of pulled 
flax before thre hing. (Keller poem, p. 82 . 
Waerrick (n ) : Tow. (Lambert, p. 172). 
Wa erricke: Of tow. L ambert, p. 172 . 
Wickel m ) : H at like bundle of tow for pinning. 
(K eller poem p. 85 ) . 
Wild flachs (m ) : ultivated flax which ha caped 
and i found growing along road and In wa te pia e . 
(Li k and Brendle, p. 106 ) . 
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Pennsylvania German Astronomy and 
Astrology III: Comets and Meteors 
By LO IS WINKLER 
Department of A stronomy 
T he Pennsylvania State University 
C OMET ASTRONOMY 
A comet is a conglomeration of interplanetary mate-
rial confined to a relatively small volume which orbits 
the sun. The orbit is generally a highly elliptica l one 
with a period of a number of years. When the con-
glomeration of material approaches the sun it begins 
to glow and form a tail which increases in size and 
brightness the closer it gets to the sun (see Pho-
tograph 1). The angular extent of the tail can be a 
number of degrees in the sky. The comet may be 
visible to the unaided eye for a number of day and 
can be seen often from nearly all parts of the world. 
Photo 3. Egelmann's schematization of the solar system. From his astronomical work of 1830. 
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Carl Friedrich Egelmann's article on comets. 
1833 issue of Dcr Penn ylvani che Anti-
Ca lender ( The Pennsylvania Anti-Masonic 
Figure 2. Egelmann's " Poem on the H eavenly Bodies," 
an admonition against fear of comets, based on the 
thought that after all the Creator cont rols the comet'~ 
movements. From D cr Pennsylvani che Anti-Freimau rer 
Ca l nder ( 1833) . 
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the comet recede from the un the t3il and glow-
Ing nucleu dimini h in ize -and brightne until they 
are no longer vi ible. 
ntil the earl ' part of the 18th entury their periodi 
nature wa unknown 0 that each and eVel ' comet' 
apparition wa a urpri c. Becau e omc of the com t 
were very prominent cele ti al object in the h th )' 
were \·iewed with awe. Further, apparition were very 
often orrelated with major dir cvent on arth and 
thu blamed for the e\'ent . \\ hencver a bright com t 
would appear, the imagination of people were cap-
tured. L urid and fanta ti de cription of thc objec t 
were common in ancient a nd medieval tim 
The mo t famou of a ll omet H a ll which wa · 
named aftcr the Englishma n who fir t recogn ized the 
periodic nature of the omet and predicted it app ar-
a n e In 1759 a nd 1834. The cicntifi c merit of thi 
comet i extraordina ry In e the pr diction of its ap-
parition ignifies a theoretical triumph. Th ' om t a l 0 
made a particularly d cep impre ion on th mind of 
m en because of its con pieuou appearancc. 
R EACTIO S TO COMET 
Comet apparitions played a promin nt role in the 
a tronomieal and astrological lives of the Penn ylvania 
G ermans. A great variety of descripti c information 
IS found on the e objects, parti ularly In almanacs 
(discussed in Article I of thi series). Ima nac wer 
the bes t popular source of g nera l a tronomy, a nd 
comets were the most popular astronomical object in 
the e almanac sources. Whene r a com t was vi ible, 
the be t source of information was the n · wspa p rs b -
cause of the short time of rc ponse betwcen writing 
and publishing the material. umerous oth r int rest-
Ing sources, particularly those giving pcrsona l r ac tions, 
exist also. 
Scholarly discussions by D avid Rittenhous, C. F. 
Egelma nn, and E . L. W alz (di cussed in Arti lc I of 
Figu re 3. The Egelmann 
1805 and 1812. From Der 
maurer Calender (1833). 
engraving of the comets 
Penn ylvanischc Anti-Frei-
Photo 1. Halley's Comet on May 4, 1909, with its tail 7° - 8° long (Yerkes Observatory photograph" University 
of Chicago) 
this series) were the most noteworthy. One of the first 
scholarly astronomical articles appearing in Pennsyl va-
nia German almanacs was that by the world famous 
astronomer Rittenhouse. His account appeared in the 
1779 issue of D er Gantz N eue Verbesserte Nord-Amer-
icanische Calender, twenty years after the confirmation 
of the periodicity of Halley's comet. The scholarly 
contributions of Egelmann and Walz, interestingly 
enough, were much more closely correlated to the 
apparition of Halley's comet which came in their life-
time in 1835. Egelmann not only discussed comets in 
the 1833 issue of Der Pemisylvanische Anti-Freimaurer 
Calender, but he was inspired to contribute a ..... poem 
as well as a Fr.aktur drawing of the comet of 1812. 
A portion of the article, the poem and Fraktur are 
shown in Figures 1-3. Walz's discussion of comets was 
quite long for the known material in those days and 
appeared in his astronomical text of 1835.' 
'Allgemeine Beschreibung der Welt oder kurzge/asste Dar-
stellung Wissenwurdigsten aus der Sternkunde, Naturgeschi-
chte und Erdbeschreibung (Lebanon, Pennsylvania, 1835 ). 
While the 1759 and 1834 apparitions of Halley's 
comet were probably the most important on a world 
wide basis in the 18th and 19th Centuries, they were 
not the most significant to the Pennsylvania Germans. 
Although the comet received the due scientific recongni-
tion , the reaction of the populus appears to be more 
extensive for two other comets. These were the comets 
of 1743 and 1769, the latter being noteworthy because 
of its long tail. 
Among the noteworthy personal reaction's to the 
comet of 1743 was the rather unusual Ephrata print 
which appeared in 1745. This twelve-page publication 
was entirely devoted to the comet and its meaning. Its 
cumbersome title can be translated into English as 
"Earnest Awakening-Voice Composed into a hymn 
concerning the long standing and Great Comet which 
showed itself for the first time in the X Month of the 
year 1743 and stood visible for 10 weeks. Sent in by 
a Friend and at his request put into print at Ephrata 
MDCCXLV." Portions of the text are reproduced in 
Figures 4-6 with the permission of Juniata College. 
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p.lll irll1.1rly Il'c hllil,lI ,1(1011111 of lilt' CO/I1/'l of 
171 '3 \\',I S g ivl'n in ,I IlIanUS( ripl hy (:111 isloplH'r \ ill 
J II ' \\"I~ ,I ph}~ i( /,111 hy prof('ssiOIl , lIlei Pit ti s( b} philos 
ophy I (I ' W,IS (II()\\.II ,IS ,I IInl ,,'/Ir' / i /n ;1I1101lV lilt' 
Pc 'nmy lv ,lIl\ ,1 (;C 'IIll<lIlS alld casl III Illy hOloscopc's, (n 
till' opinioll of (his \\'/ ilc'r Ill' was ITlOJ'( in ol\'('d in 
bOlh astlonolllY ilnu astrology (han any ollll'r c'nrly 
Pl'lImyl allia (;I'll11an (( is acrOUIl( of (1)(' COllwt is 
.IS follows: 
(( is allTlosplH'r(' III t,lil is not lOll i', bill dif('('tin)" 
itself (0 (Ill'S E,; his lTlotion \till slo\\!, Ilnkinv to 
Ill!' ,W, (( I' l isc's ahollt Vi p;ts( 10111 II1/' mO/n 
till' E. E , alld P,I SSC'S 0111 II/ icli ,lIl 'VI ,lftl ' l 
ill I,,(illlclt- 1'i ,'30 ,; .tlld sl'ls :1/ 1 aftl ' l lIi/lI' 
ill \ , (( is la(illldl' with /I'SI)!'C I to 1111' ecliptic 
is 21 () .'m III , (( is IOllgitudc' florn lic's It) ( ,30 , 
111. 
( IItl' II'St in (hI' !()IIl('t of 17)9 appI';tf('cI in a difT<'n'nt 
r,lshioll , I )nllic·1 Sc h ll /llac hIT,' ,III incll'(JI'lldl'llt c l('fg' 
111;)11 " /HI nlllnll'l/l' astronO llll' / , was il11p/!'ssl'd hy this 
'J uliu~ F Sal h SI', Tit I' (;,' r//lflll / ',,' tll/I o{ I'ro v lllrlll/ 1',' /11/ 
S)/VfllIlII ( I' hil.lde lphia: 1', (: SlOt khou sl' n, 109') ) , p , 110 
' Il is hioR"lphy is iVl'n in F Ir'dl ' lick S W"iSI'r , " 1) ,lni..J 
SellllIlI, I h,' r 's Bnpti sllI.d R I',I!i~k l . " / 'II/)/'(fI//(/1I1 o{ tltr 1'1' /11/ 
.fY/lHlllifl G,'mlllll SOrlt'ly, I ( 1%0 ) , IfI'i 200, 
~'I'I1~ rtd)~ 
~ '\t) l :I t: tT t;t<fJE) d o\!) U'Ul1 
:'}I <fn He!> rf"rr't 
Ueber I)m fo (11 119 9C~I'" D( nW IInb at r 
ttt 
dcf)cr ~(f) /111 X rolOIl'" b If ~n~r.t l' +:J 
I)atf CI'~c nll'( ((9 (11 IIcU, 
amb 10 QUod)CIl tllng !J(~,1Il f', 
~OfJ d"cluSrcullb 3un~r.-t"b t:1 
Un!> , 
'"If I)clTm ~ct3cf)r If, 
(3l1m 'l)ruct b( f~' ~,r (, 
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C'O!TIC't C'nouvh to makC' a stylill'd Ftnktul dr, win(l' of il 
SC'I ' Fivun' 7, (('p,oduced wilh till' pI'lfni sinn of thc 
PI'nmyl \'wia ,C'/man . Q( iet), ' ( his c eh-slial ohj"('[ 
\'as also lhl' slIbJc'ct of two manuscl ip\<; \\ hich W('J(' 
1';1( h c opi"cI fmlll di/T('I/ 'nl SOU/CI 'S, 1 );1\ id . hui/l" it 
PC'nnsburg surv(' 01, ('opied his ll1atninl in 1796 sic ) 
froll1 a long hymn SUppos('dly \\ riltl'll fOI ,Inothn comC'\. 
.Johll K/,tUSS, <1notl1/'r PI'nnsburr' \11\ 1' \'01 . ('opic 'cI Il1nlC'-
I ial WI ill('n on lhl' 'oml'l of 17)1) 
Shulr("s interest in thl' COI11C't of 176 \\as j! /rnl 
I'nollgh to wa l ranl Ii C' enl/ic's in his dint I from ugust 
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I t appears that Shulze, mentioned previously, asso-
ciated death with the Comet of 1769. H e copied h is 
ma terial on the comet only months before his death 
at 80 years of age. Schumacher writes below his picture 
of the Comet of 1769: "You men are asking one 
a nother what this sta r (meaning comet ) mean, whether 
God wi ll punish you. Ach, only repent in good time." 
it doesn't burn up completely on its way into the 
atmosphere it strikes the surface of the earth as a 
meteorite. 
The scientifi c world took a long time (0 recognize 
that meteorites were actually samples of material from 
outer space. In 1790 the prestigious Pari Academy 
viewed the idea tha t meteors fell from the sky as 
"superstition unworthy of these enlightened times". 
M eteors and meteorites have been assoc ia ted only since 
about 1800 a nd from their name it can be seen that 
thei r origin was thought to be in our atmosphere or 
meteorological in na ture. 
Evidently some of the dire interpretations still 
persist in rela tively recent Pennsylvania German circles. 
In Fogel's collection of oral traditions the following is 
included: "Comet announce the approach of wars, 
seditions, changes of Kingdom and the like"" 
M ETEOR A STRONOMY 
A meteor is a short-lived streak of light seen in the 
nigh t sky (see Photograph 2) . The streak is caused 
by a small particle of matter from interplanetary space 
which enters the atmosphere at a very high speed a nd 
excites the atoms in the atmosphere to emit light. The 
pa rticle in the atmosphere is called a meteoroid and if 
' Edwin M . Fogel, Beliefs and Sup erstitions of the Pennsylva· 
nia Germans (Ph ilad elphia , Americana Germanica Press. 
1915 ), No. 430. 
While some meteors are faint and short-l ived others 
are bright a nd can persist for econds at a lime. When 
meteors come in very large number per day over a 
number of days a meteor shower is said to ex ist. 
Sever,al prominent showers occur every year at about 
the same time because the particles producing the 
shower orbit about the sun in a fixed orientation in 
space, as does the earth, and thus interact with the 
earth' s path a t a fixed position. Accordingly the 
showers appear to emanate from the same pa rt of the 
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sky every yea r. meteor hower get it name from 
the tellar con tellation from which it appear to 
emanate. T wo of the mo t famou m teor howers 
are the Per eid and Leonid , the former appearing 
to emanate from Per eus and the la tter from Leo. The 
da te of peak activity for the Per eid and Leonid are 
around ugu t 11 and ovember 16, r pt.: cti\·el\,. 
One of the interesting factors of meteo i that they 
a rc phI' ically a ociated with comet. The particle 
which produce meteors ery often arc actually debri 
trailing and preceding a comet. The relation hip be-
tween meteor and comet or even the annual nature 
of some howers wa not e tabli hed until th latter 
part of the 19th entury. Of cour e meteor and 
comet al 0 have the feature in common that they arc 
pectacular and for the mo t part were unpredictable. 
R EACTIO S TO L EO 'lD 
One parti ular hower in the early hi tory of the 
Penn ylvania G rman appear to be far more impre -
sive than any other. This is the Leonid of 1833. 
\\fhil e the Leonids are an annual phenomenon a we 
have m ntion d, this shower has the additional unique 
property that it is extraordinari ly impre i\'e every 33 
year, 1833 being one of those year. n engraving of 
the pectacle taken from the 1854 i ue of Der l liustrirte 
Calender is shown in Figure 8. 
1any of the pr viously described a peets of the 1833 
Leonids can be found in the arly Penn ylvania. lit-
rature. Every new paper examined by thi writer pub-
Ii hed immediately after ovember 13, 1833, had an 
account of the di play. 
ne of the folktales in the olleetion of Brendle and 
Troxell includes an a count of the 1833 Leonid. c-
cording to the record book of the Egypt Reformed 
hurch," ingular Phenomenon happened on the 
13th of o\'ember 1833: the tars fell from II aven as 
the aying wa": ince many people view a meteor 





Pastor Schumacher's fraktur of the comet 
Co u r t e sy Pennsylvania German Folklore 
Photo 2. A meteor seen aaainst star-cloud in the con-
stellation Scutum ( Y erkes Observatory photograph, 
University of Chicago). 
met ors are sometimes called falling tar. The folk tal 
indicates that this phenom non di turbed ome people 
greatly even to the point of expecting the nd of th 
world. 
E\'en a rclatively modern Penn ylvania German 
writer, P. . Croll, refer to thc great impr ion th 
o ember 13, 1833, Leonid made on the minds of 
people. He refers to the cent a one "which our parcnts, 
or forebearers, have told u in childhood". roll' sen e 
of emotional reaction to the cent i capturcd some-
what in hi description: "Th mo t wonderful . hower 
of shooting star which has ever been recorded is that 
of ovember 13 1833, the whole firmament over all 
the nited tates being then for hours in fiery com-
motion. 0 celestial phenom non has ever occurr d 
in this country, ince its first settlement, whi h was 
viewed v,lith such admiration by one class in the com-
munity or with so much dread and alarm by another. 
From two o'clock until broad da}light, the sky heing 
perfectly serene of dazzling brilliant luminosities was 
kept up in the whole heavens."· 
'Thomas R . Brendle and William S. Troxell, Pennsylvania 
German Folktales, L egends, Once-Upon-A-Time Stories, 
Ma xims, and Sayings (Norristown, Pennsylvania, 1941-), p. 
206. 
·Philip C. Croll, Annals of the Oley Valle y (Reading, Penn-
sylvania: Reading Eagle Press, 1926), p. 59. 
Figure 8. The Leonids of 1833. From 
Der Illustrierte Calender ( 1854). 
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Another valuable account of the 1833 Leonids comes 
from the autobiography of a Schuylkill County farmer, 
Daniel Deibert (1802-1 890 ) .' In reviewing what he 
terms the "natural wonders" that he witnessed during 
his lifetime, he writes that when he was young, there 
was "a dark spot on the sun, through the whole sum-
mer. The summer was very cool. It had frost every 
month . Through haymaking and harvest, men had to 
keep their coats on. It gave very little good grain". 
This is of course a reference to the "year without a 
summer"-1816. Of the Leonids he writes: 
east. It was a remarkable affair". Undoubtedly other 
such accounts are hidden in the memoirs of Pennsylva-
ma Germans of the 18th and 19th Centuri~s. 
1833 LEONIDS AND 1835 H ALLEY 
While the Leonids are not associated physically with 
Halley's comet, the 1833 Leonids display and the 1835 
apparition of Halley's comet were two spectacles which 
occurred in a relatively short span of time. While the 
comet was expected, the shower was not fully antic-
ipated. However the two appear to !lave greatly stim-
ulated both the astronomical and astrological thought 
of the Pennsylvania Germans in the 1830's. This finding 
was a result of .a detailed study made by this writer 
concerning the astronomical a nd astrological thought 
The next [natural wonder] was in the year 1833, 
ovember 12th, from midnight till morning, fiery 
flakes fell from heaven, the same as large snow-
flakes. It m ade a red shining. The farmers' teams 
which went out to cross the Broad Mountain, had 
trouble with their horses, they ' were afraid. In 
South Carolina it was more severe. A slave-holder, 
who had a number of slaves, was wakened up by 
them; they thought the world was on fire . This 
miracle we can also read about in a book bearing 
the title "The Coming Wonders"." 
The last of Deibert's "wonders" was a "red ball" that 
"passed through the air, just before sunset, in harvest 
time. Just a little before the slave war broke out. This 
ball shone like the full moon ; it move from west to 
'Daniel D eibert, Life and Experience of D aniel D eibert, 
from his youth to his old age (Schuylkill Haven, Pennsylvania: 
G. F. Dengler, Printer, 1884). 
of the Pennsylvania Germans before the Civil War. 
During the 1830's there was a sharp rise in the number 
of astronomical articles in almanacs 'and astronomical 
texts. This is another example in the history of man-
kind where spectacular astronomical events have stim-
ula ted the intellectual and emotional response of man. 
"The reference here is to a cu rious volume of "fulfillment" 
of Biblical "prophecies" in the 19th Century, D ie kommenden 
Wunder der letzten sieben Jahre, oder die buchstabliche Er-
fullung der OfJenbarung Johannis und der Weissagungen der 
Propheten zwischen den Jahren 1867 und 1875 ... Frei n ach 
dem Englischen des Rev. M . Baxter ( Philadelphia: I. K ohler 
1869).-EDITOR. ' 
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Rural Economics In Central 
Pennsylvania~ 1850-1867 
By MAC E. BARRICK 
Vast amounts of primary source material useful for 
the study of 18th and 19th Century folklife in Penn-
sylvania lie untouched in readily accessible locations. 
Local historical societies and libraries have in their 
collections stacks of journals, diaries, lctter, and ac-
count books, many of theim uncatalogued for lack of 
funds or clerical as istancc, which would shed valuable 
light on various aspects of farm and home life during 
the past two centuries.' The Cumberland County His-
torical Society and H amilton Library Association of 
'A model stud y of one type of slich material was published 
re ently by Eleanor Fein R eishtein: " Min utes of the West 
rove H ousekeepers Associa tion as Source M aterial for Folk-
life Studies," Pennsylvania F olklife, XXI : 1 (Autumn, 1971 ) , 
16-25. 
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Mt. Zion Evangelical Lutheran Church 
Jennerstown , Pennsylvania 
Carli Ie, Pennsylvania, ha an exten i e olle tion of 
account book ( ome dating from the 18th entury) 
from local bu iness c tablishmcnts a nd individua ls. 
Among these is a book compiled by th R \'erend 
Daniel Stock, a Lutheran minister at several rural 
hurches in the a rea during the 1860's. 
From entries in the account book, it i apparent 
that tock was a farmer near ew Oxford beforc 
entering the mini try about 1859-60. Thc ea rl y p ages 
of the book record monies due him for an ous tasks 
performed by one David a rey : 
May 29th AD 1850 due me to pasturcing 
p er month 
December 6th the cow being in pasture 
6 months and 9 days 
To Cradling oats by the job. 
" 2 days mowing. 
Mrs. Narey to partly two days raking hay 
J esse to one month hireling 
to hoeing 6 rows of potatoes 
to one day raking hay 
to another day 
to riding the horse for ploughing om 
Another half day nearly 
to hauling in hay from 3 o'clock 
till night 
to Spreading manure one day 
















Mr. Nary due me to a piece of grass 
J esse to 3 days husking Corn 
Another page records his transactions 
3 50 
37Yz 
with I saac 
Miller, a tanner: 
June 4th. D ue to one load of bark 
Due him for leather 






weighing 12 lbs. 1 oz. 96 
Due me for a load of bark. 3 00 
Due " to a Calf skin 
weighing 12 % lb 1 02 
Reading Stock's account book destroys any illusions 
one might have abou t 19th Century farm li fe as being 
an idyllic world in which neighbor helped neighbor 
wi thout regard for monetary returns. Witness his deal-
ings with a Mrs. McMaster (apparently a widow) : 
$ cts 
July 28 Due her to Yz day raking hay 18% 
due her to 1 day 
hoeing Com 37 Yz 
due her to 1 day raking grain 37 Y2 
due her to ~ day raking hay 9% 
due her to 12 day raking hay 18% 
due her to ~ day raking hay 18% 
Oct. 8th due me to 1 cord of wood 2 00 
due her to ~ day raking oats 
due her to 2 days raking oats 
18% 
75 
due her Son Lewis % day 
raking oats 44 
due me to ~ gallon of vinegar 10 
due me to 1 load of wood 75 
due me to 2 loads of 
railpieces 00 
due her to 2 days cutting 
off corn 75 
to 112 day cutting 
off corn 56 
due me to apples & cider 2 50 
due her to husking Corn 1 00 
A subsequent entry-"Moses Trostle,; Due me to 5 
Shad 13 cts a piece-65 / Due him to a blow horn = 
31 / due me to the loan of a horse 3 days-1 12 !h"-
recalls the practice that peddlers had of hauling fish 
around the county announcing their arrival with the 
ra ucous bleat of a tin horn. Other peddlers and even 
mailmen used these horns as well. ' 
For December, 1853, Stock records the expenses of 
building a house, though no indication is made as to 
its loca tion: 
Labour for the house 
Dec 3rd to hauling 1 load of boards 
II 5 To draging logs 2 12 day 
$1.50 cts per day 
to hauling Saw logs 2 days 
1.50 cts. per day 
To hauling 14000 bricks at 
one dol. per thousand 
To work and haul a t shindl 
wood 
To work and making sawlogs 
and others 
To hauling ground out of the 
sellar 5 days 
To cuting and hauling scaRing 
poles-
To Sellar diging 
To hauling sand 3 days 
May 12th AD 1855 
To sawing for a yard around 
the house 















' See Ella M . Snowberger, Recollections of Bygone Days in 
the Co ve, III (1935), 45; John Gould, Farmer Takes a Wife 
( ew York, 1946), pp. 112-11 3. J. Russell Barrick, Carlisle, 
recalls the nractice in western Cumberland County before 
19 19: "jJacl used t' have an old fish-horn . H e went around 
over the country selling fi sh, lake herring, ya know, with all 
th e bones. They'd ship them up from Baltimore, on the rail-
road, and he'd go down and get 'em, an' haul 'em around, 
an' he'd leave a hundred here an' a hundred there, an' wha t 
he'd have left over he'd bring home an' we'd scrape and 
scrape, an' then they'd salt 'em down. We'd have salted fish 
all winter, bones an 'all. He got a cent apiece for them, so 
you can just figure how much the ones that caught 'em got, 
with hauling and everything" (June 1969 ). 
To gates and hinches - 1 98 
To 11 12 days labour in 
making said yard 7 38 
To building one hogpen 4 62 
We built the house in the ummer 
of- 1854. It being finished in September 
of the same year. 
61 27 
William Stock December 7th AD 1853 
Dec. 7th 
A.D. 1854 
J an. 21s 







May 12 1854 





A.D . 1855 
3927 feet of lumber 6 
4000 Bricks 5 dollars 
per thousand 
3050 hindles at $2.50 
per thousand 
to ellar Castings 4 
of them 
to a ting Spikes 25 Ibs 
at 10 cts per lb 
to mason's work -
to plasterers work -
to Carpenter' work 
to Painter's work 
to oils & Paints 
To Lime 
to Nails, glass, locks, 
hitches, Screws 
to latches na ils pikes &c 
For sawing logs, &c 
To 15 bushels of hair 
15 cets per bus. 



















This list of materials and costs is of considerable 
interest since it provides an index to the availability 
and utilization of manufactured nail , paints, hair for 
plastering, and other items. The mention of the price 
paid for bricks is noteworthy. The decade of the 
1850's was a peak period for building with brick 
in South-Central Pennsylvania, but the brick-makers 
usually travelled to the building site to burn bricks 
from available local clay, which is found abundantly 
as a subsurface in areas with limestone soil. The 
fact that the bricks for the tock house were bought 
and hauled to the site suggests that the house was 
built in a shale area. But how does one explain the 
purchase of only 4000 bricks, but a payment for hau-
ing 14000? 
Farm prices and wages were low in ante-bellum 
Pennsylvania. According to Stock's accounts for 1851-
1854, apples sold for 1212¢ a bushel and cider for 
$1.25 a barrel; wheat averaged $1.80 a bushel and 
corn 75¢; bacon brought 10¢ a pound, butter ranged 
from 12~¢ to 18¢ a pound, and eggs from 7 to 8¢ 
a dozen. Laborers received varying amounts per day, 
depending on the job-mowing, 75¢; cradling grain, 
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Christ's (Lutheran ) Church, New Bloomfield, Perry County, Pennsylvania 
$1.50; threshing, 50¢; and breaking fl ax, 50¢. Boys 
and women received proportiona tely less for these tasks. 
T he figures in Stock's book reveal nothing about his 
motives for entering the minis try; the first hint of his 
decision comes on a page headed " Expenses of AD 
1859": 
June 25 to one pair of pants 
" " to text books 
" " to repairing a watch and key 





chichte" 2 volumes' 3 60 
" " to one load of wood 2 50 
June 27 to medicine 06 
" " to writing paper and lead pencil 06 
to mending Shoes 75 
A later page notes tha t he "arrived and commenced 
labours in the M artinsburg Charge [Blair County, Penn-
sylvania], October 11th, AD 1860." His expenses in 
Martinsburg through the end of 1860 (for tin ware, 
stove pipe, stationery, clothing, groceries, oats and 
straw) ran to $72.75. His salary from the three 
churches in the circuit v.a ried, apparently according 
to the generosity of the individual congregations, 
amounting to a total of $213.51 for 1861 and $283.08 
for 1862. The payment of fixed sa la ries to pastors of 
rural churches in Central Pennsylvania occurs only in 
relatively recent times.' Some members of the con-
' Probably K arl Rudolph H agenbach, L ehrbuch der D Of!men-
geschichte (L eipzig, 1840-1841 ). . 
• n til as late as the 1930's some of the more remote WIne-
brennerian Churches (Churches of God ) sti ll relied on free-
will or " love" offerings to pay the preacher. The author 
recalls that in the 1950's, guest evangelists for the annual 
R evivals in th e Churches of God and H oli ness churches were 
still paid in this way, usually being given the Sunday night 
offering, since that was the night of the la rgest crowd; such 
offerings frequently amou nted to several hundred dollars. 
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gregations gave him personal gifts of meat, produce 
and other items. The pragmatic nature of the man 
is shown in his listing these items with the in lusion 
of the equivalent value of these gifts in cash : 
Presents received from the people of the 
M artinsbu rg Charge 




D ec. 15th 
Dec. 28th 






From Simon Brumbaugh 
3 chickens & one bag 
$ cts 
of oats $1 12 Y2 
Daniel Barley to Meat & 
other things 62 
Christian Souders to one 
bag of apples & other 
things 25 
Daniel Barley to 14 lbs of 
meat at 7 cts per lb. 98 
D aniel Barley to 25 lbs of 
beef at 6 cts per lb 50 
Daniel Barley Jr. to 4 lbs 
of sausages 50 
Mr. Eichholtz to 4 pots 24 
Mrs. Breneman to 2 Y2 lbs 
of sausages 31 
Mrs. icholas Barley to 
3 Y2 Ibs of sausages 39 
George Fetter to One Crock 
of applebutter 37 
J ohn T otter to 3 ~ lbs 
of sausages 37 
Mi ses Ferrey to 1 crock 
of applebutter 37 
Christian ouder to 2 bus. 
of oats & 1 bush. apples 87 
Daniel Barley to one Turkey 
& Butter 1 00 
Mr. Croft to Eggs, Milk, 
Potatoes & Chicken 50 
Da niel Barl ey to 14 lbs of 
beef at 6 cts per Ib 84 
Stock moved to Carlisle in the fall of 1864 to serve 
a pastorate consisting of two rural churches, the Sul-
phur Springs congregation (now St. M.atthew's United 
Church of Christ, Carlisle Springs ) and the Frankford 
Congregation ( the Salem Stone Church, six miles north-
west of Carlisle).' The initial expenses of establishing 
a residence on South East Street in Carlisle were high. 
He lists a cookstove and tinware purchased for $7.25, 
a desk and book case for $3.50, furniture for $77.50, 
tubs, baskets, window blinds, buckets, etc., for $4.07, 
and "one rocking Chair & Jug- $1.40." Living costs 
for the first year amounted to $384.82. For the same 
period he received a total of $399.80 from the two 
churches, the amoun t being paid to him in cash install-
ments of varying size by the church deacons. The 
parishioners continued to ply him with gifts of fresh 
meat and produce, all of them duly recorded in the 
account book with the cash value indicated. They 
gave him sweet potatoes, turnips, applebu tter, dried 
fruit , oats, potatoes, vinegar, butter, tallow, chickens, 
and sausages; everyone gave him sausages, over one 
hundred pounds of them one year, and seventy-one 
pounds the next. One S. Grissinger provided him with 
"Rye Whisky" valued at $1.80, presumably for medic-
inal purposes. The value Stock set on these donated 
items averaged $76.75 per year ; if added to his receipts 
and expenditures for the years in Carlisle, it yields a 
total of slightly less than $500 per year for income and 
expenses. 
The R everend Daniel Stock remained a s pastor to 
the two churches near Carlisle for three synodal years, 
but there is no indication what became of him sub-
sequently. The last entry in the book is da ted April 1, 
1867, but all of the pages a re carefully completed and 
tota lled . Perhaps a t this point he changed to a different 
account book, though the present one stilI had many 
blank pages. Perhaps he stopped keeping accounts, 
though this seems highly unlikely, considering the care 
he exercised previously in these matters. 
In contrast to the pictures of black-coated hell-fire 
preachers conjured up by movies and novels about Civil 
War America, the Reverend Daniel Stock was appar-
ently an earthy, practical man concerned with the daily 
problems of living in a rural world. True, the account 
book gives no idea what his sermons were like, and 
these may indeed have been fiery and impassioned." 
That he was a typical Pennsylvania farmer car; be seen 
from items for which he spent money and from some 
superstitious remedies and beliefs that he records on 
the last flyleaf and end-paper of the book: 7 
GA brief history of this church, Salem Stone Church, 150 
Years of Service, by R. F. Lee Wolf, was privately published 
in 1970. 
"For a pi cture of another 19th Century preacher and his 
sermons, see Charles Coleman Sell ers, L orenzo D ow, The 
Bearer 01 the W ord (New York, 1928 ). 
Certain cure tor the swinny 
You must take the horse towards sunrise and get 
a stone that can't be easily removed and speak-
Out of the bone into the flesh--out of the flesh 
into the skin-out of the skin into the forest. 
Cure t or the Bots 
Take your hand and rub from the tip of the ears 
to the end of the backbone. Mentioning the horse's 
name and make use of the following words: 
you've nine bots three are white and three are 
red in ten minutes they are all dead . 
R epeat this three times. 
Cure for the titter worm 
Take beef gall and hogs lard, and boil ·in an egg 
shell in hot ashes and then rub the effected part. 
A Felon 
Our Lord ploughing a burying ground he ploughe? 
three furrows, caught three Worms. the one lS 
white the other red, and the third the death of 
all other worms. t t t 
R eceipt t or H oarseness of Cough 
Take one handful of wild-cherry bark, same of 
H oarhou nd. One half of Rattleweed, boil this in 
one quart of water to a pint. Drain then add Y2 
pts of honey or sugar. T ake table spoon full every 
3 hours. 
T o make a fruit tree bear fruit 
Bore a hole with a half-inc h auger into the heart 
towards sunrise : then put Sulphur in & knock a 
pin on it. 
Time for cutting wood that it will be of the 
greatest durability. 
1. Cut all kinds of O ak wood & Chestnut in the 
month of August, in the Forenoon, & in the dark 
of the moon that is after Full Moon. 
2. Hickory. Pine M aple, or any kind of white 
wood in the Month of August, in , the forenoon: 
And between New M oon and the fu ll of the 
M oon in the sign of Virgin. 
His concerns here seem more secula r than spiritual, 
but then an account book is an unlikely place for a 
man to record his innermost thoughts about life and 
death. 
Perusal of 19th Century account books is nonethe-
less enlightening to folklife scholars and laymen al ike. 
Living in the 20th Century makes us unappreCiative 
of life in former times. Entries in these books remind 
us that farmers of the mid-19th Century survived with-
out electricity and gasoline engines. These books also 
suggest that present-day historians and novelists exag-
gerate the importance of "great events," such as the 
Civil War, in the daily lives of the people. The only 
indication in Stock's records that a war was in progress 
is that prices of such items as sugar and coffee are high 
and tha t notations appear for amounts paid for bounty 
taxes." 
'For a brief discussion of these remedies, see "Folk Beliefs 
of a Pennsylvania Preacher," K eystone Folklore Quarterly, 
X ( 1965 ) , 191-193. 
"For July, 1864, he records: "To county & state tax for 
1865- 3.53 ; To Borough & Bounty tax for 1865- 13.40 ; Paid 
School Tax for the year 1865--4.6 7." 
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Palatine Emigrants to America 
from the Oppenheim Area~ 1742-1749 
B} FRIEDRI II KREll 
T ranslated and l~dllcd by D Oll Y odel 
[The fo llowing emigra nt list i tran la t d from th 
article 'ntitl d " meri ka- u wand n: r a u dem b ' r-
amt pp nh im 1742-4 ," in llessische Familiellkllll de, 
X ( 1968 ), columns 3 12-345. h town a nd vill age 
m ntion d a n b found on th map outh of th 
' i ty of r a im, in the a rc known today a R heinhe en , 
pa rt of the pr cnt crma n ta t of R heinl a nd-P falz.-
ED IT R.] 
Th ' pr to ols of the former EI cto ra l Pa latine b 1-
amt of pp nh im, d p ited in th ity r hiv e a t 
pp nh im on th R hine, nta in ome name of m-
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igra nt from th fir t ha lf o f the 18th cntur '. The' 
pec ify howe\'e r nly the p rmi si n to mi la le, not 
th emigra tion it If. 1\10 t f tho ' who intended t 
emigra te a nd who ITC i\'cd P tl11i ion did in fa t ('111-
igra t .' There wer om \\ho in pite r I crmiion 
re e iv d did n t ma nag' t emigra te a t th timl, a 
the exam ple of \ ndel Runckcl of beringdl1('im 
how . I n view of the catT ity o f documenta tion fOI 
'A, usual in th i series of article.', the na nll'S han' b(' l' n 
eh ekeel a~ain t the Phi lad elp hia h ip Ii t as gin'n in tlass-
bu rgCI-ll inkc, Pellllsylvania Germall P, oll eers (. orri . to\ n , 
Pennsylvania, 1 3·1). 
Oppenheim, from Merian's Topographia Germaniae (I 
18th Century emigration, a source as important as the 
Oppenheim Protocols shou ld not be neglected. 
The former El ectoral Palatine Oberamt of Op-
p enheim consisted of the city of Oppenheim, the 
ma rket town of ierstein, and the villages of D ex-
heim, Schwabsburg, Ober- and iederingelheim, Dax-
wei ler, Sauerschwabenheim, Grosswinternheim, \Vack-
ernheim, Freiweinheim, Bubenheim, El heim, Stadecken, 
and Essenheim. The very numerous emigrants from 
Essenheim are not included here, since they have al-
ready been published.' 
EMIGRA TS FROM THE YEAR 1742 
1. The Electoral Pa la tine government granted its 
subjects in Stadecken L ore ntz Blass, Peter W esterberger, 
Johann K iehl, Friedrich lvlengel, and Johannes Daum 
the permission to emigrate to Pennsylvania, "where 
they already have relatives living" [all wo sie schon 
' Friedrich Krebs and Milton Rubincam, Emigrants fr om 
th e Palatinate to the American Colonies in the 18th Century 
( orristown, Pennsylvania, 1953 ) . 
Freunde wohnen habenJ, and handed 0 er to them 
the manumission certificates. L orentz Place, Johannes 
Ki1hl, Johannes D omie, Frietz AIengel, and Peter Was-
enburger la nded a t Philadelphia on the hip L oyal 
Judith, September 3, 1742 ( tra burger-Hinke, L ist 
93A-C ) . In List A Blass is listed as 44 years of age, 
Westerberger as 30, K iehl as 29, M engel as 48, and 
Daum as 40. 
2. With a re cript dated April 17, 1742, Friedrich 
Pfeil, Johann L ehn, and Jacob W interheim er, from 
Grosswinternheim, received penni ion to emigra te and 
landed at Philadelphia on the Ship L oyal Judith, Sep-
tember 3, 1742 (Strassburger-Hinke, List 93 A-C ) . In 
List A Pfeil is described as 50 yea rs of age, Lehn as 
40, and Winterheimer as 40. 
3. According to a report from Oberingelheim dating 
from 1742, four subjects there, Philips Odernheimer, 
Peter W eitzel, Ulrich Strassburger, a nd the widow of 
Nicolas D orr, a re said to have "sent their grown sons 
to the New Land, a few weeks ago, a nd with the know-
ledge of the entire village gave each one of them 100 
florins and various victua ls for the trip. These sons 
were sti ll subject to vassal duties and were even incor-
porated into the last conscription of you ng men" [vor 
einigen W ochen ihre erwachsene und in H omagial-
pflichten stehende auch der letzt eingeschickt en Con-
scription der jungen Mannsc haft einverleibte So/me 
ins neue Landt geschicket und jedem mit W issen des 
ganzen Orths 100 f 1 nebst verschiedenen Victualien 
mit auff die R eiss gegebenJ. The village mayor of Ober-
ingelheim had on this account to answer for them. Of 
the sons of the inhabita nts named above, Johannes 
Odernheimer, Johann Paul W eytzel, J oha~n H enrich 
Don, and Johann Andreas S trassburger can be found 
as passengers on the emigrant ship L oyal Judith, ar-
riving at Philadelphia, Sep tember 3, 1742 (Strass-
burger-Hinke, List 93 A-C ) .' List A gives Odern-
heimer's age as 22, Weitzel 26, D orr 23, a nd Strass-
burger 25. 
EMIGRANTS FROM THE YEAR 1743 
4. On February 25, 1743, P hilips H ardt of Nieder-
ingelheim received permission to emigrate upon pay-
ment of the tithe ( tenth penny) . H e landed at Phil-
adelphia on the Ship Loyal Judith, September 2, 1743 
(Strassburger-Hinke, List 97 A-C ) . List A gives his 
age as 50. 
5. On the same day also N icolaus R unckel a nd Nic-
olaus K eller of Wackernheim received permission to 
emigrate. They too appear in the ship lists on the 
Loyal Judith, September 2, 1743 (Strassburger-Hinke, 
List 97 A-C ) . List A gives Runckel' s age as 27, K eller's 
as 28. 
'The last-n amed, who came to America the second time 
in O ctober 1769 on the Ship M inerva (Strassbu rger-Rinke 
List 276 C), was an ancestor of R~lph Beaver Strassburger : 
la ter preS Ident of the Pen nsylvama German Society and 
responsible for publishing Penns),lvania German Pioneers 
edited by William J. Rinke . 
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E~nGRANT FROM THE YEAR 1748 
6. Friedrich Ploz (Plotz) and Adam Imha usser ( Im-
menhauser) from tadecken on February 3, 1748, re-
cei ed permission to leave for the " I land of Penn-
sylvania" [I nsul Pinsylvaniam], on payment of 15 and 
10 florin respectively for buying out their a salage 
and payment of the tithe ( tenth penny ) . They landed 
at Philadelphia on the hip Ham pshire on eptember 
7, 1748 ( tra sburger-Hinke, List 118 -C ) . Li t A 
give Ploz' ag as 36, lmhau er' as 25. 
7. Franz Graff ( Grove) with wife and two children, 
Bartel Kramer with wife and five children, Adam Weiss 
with his wife, a ll of Grosswinternheim, and Wilhelm 
Laymeister with wife and children from hwabenheim, 
wfre permitted to emigrate on payment of the tithe 
( tenth penny ), on March 9, 1748. On the ame date 
the propertyl ess residents (Beisassen) Wolfgang W olf 
and H ostermann ( ?) of Gro swinternheim, were man-
umitted grati. They landed at Philadelphia- Frantz 
Gro ve, Johann Wilhelm L eymeister, W olffgang Wulff, 
H.ans Jacob Ostermann, and Johann Adam W eiss-on 
the Ship Hampshire, eptember 7, 1748 (Stras burger-
Hinke, List 118 A-C ). List A gives Graff's age as 54, 
Laymeister's as 58, Wolf's as 36, and 0 termann's as 28. 
8. Johann Bischoff from Grosswinternheim, who be-
cau e of debt had to sell his propery and was not in 
condition to support himself, was granted permi sion 
to emigrate on March 29, 1748. H e landed at Phil-
adelphia with the aforenamed, on the hip H ampshire, 
eptember 7, 1748 (Stras burger-Hinke, List 118 A-C ) . 
List A gives his age as 34. 
9. Johann Jacob R unckel and Friedrich H ammer, 
from Wackernheim, were granted permission to em-
igra te on May 14, 1748. They had to pay 40 and 10 
florins respectively for the permis ion. They landed 
at Philadelphia on the Ship H ampshire, September 7, 
1748 (Strassburger-Hinke, List 118 A-C ). List A gives 
Runckel's age as 27, H ammer's as 35. 
10. Christian Ramb from Elsheim had to pay 43 
florins for permission to emigr.ate, but could not be 
identified in the ship lists. 
EMIGRA TS FROM THE YEAR 1749 
1l. Philipp Haber from Stadecken with wife and 
three children paid 54 florins for manumission on 
March 21, 1749, and 54 florins for the tithe ( tenth 
penny). H e landed at Philadelphia on the Ship I saac, 
ptember 27, 1749 (Stra sburger-Hinke, Li t 38 C ) . 
12. icolaus R eisinger from iederingelheim re-
ceived permission to emigrate on April 16, 1749, on 
payment of the tithe ( tenth penny ), and arri ed at 
Philadelphia on the hip Dragon, September 26, 1749 
( tra burger-Hinke, List 137C ) . 
13. Adam Dorr, Anton Oster, and Wendel Runcke! 
of Oberingelheim received permi sion to emigrate on 
48 
pril 29, 1749, Dorr after pa 'ment of the tith ( tLnth 
penny), 0 ter and Runckel grati, inee all threc \\'crc 
'without property and of bad ondu t' [ohlle Vermo-
gen und schlechten TV andels]. Dorr landed at Phil-
adelphia on the hip t. Andre eptcmbcr 9 1749 
( tra burger-Hinke, Li t 128 C ), t r on th hip 
Draaon, eptember 26, 1749 ( tra buruer-Hinkc, Li t 
137 ). Runckel on the contrary did not cmi!!rat and 
tayed in Oberingclheim, although th Ob ramt \Va 
in favor of hi removal ince he wa "di olute and 
poor" [liederlich und arm): 
14. Friedrich Bohr from \ ackernh im had to pa 
a upplementary tax of 10 florin, re ci ed th p rmi -
ion to emigrate on fay 14, 1749, and landed at Phil-
adelphia on the hip t. A ndrew eptember 9 17-19 
( tra burger-Hinke, Li t 128 C ) . 
15. Chnstzan A1eckel from El heim, with \ if and 
three children, wa permitted to emigrate in return for 
a upplementary tax of 26 florin. Yet th inheritan c 
of his elde t on, who stayed behind, wa fir t to b 
secured and e tabli hed as bearing int r t. hristian 
M eckel landed at Philadelphia on the hip I saac, ep-
tember 27, 1749 ( trassburger-Hinke, Li t 138 ) . 
16. Philipp M erz, locksmith in ierst in, paid the 
tithe ( tenth penny ), receiving p rmi ion to emigrat 
on April 29, 1749, and land d at Philad lphia on the 
Ship Edinburgh, eptember 15 1749 ( trassburger-
Hinke, List 132 C ) . 
17 . Ulrich Jordan (Jordte) , a Mennonite ( Wieder-
tClufer ) from the Haxthau erhof ncar lng-e lh im, lik -
wi e paid the tithe ( tenth penny ), and landed at Phil-
adelphia on the hip St. Andrew, ptember 9, 1749 
( tra sburger-Hinke, List 128 C ) . 
18. Catharina Pfei ffer, widow, Roman Catholi~, 
from Essenheim, went "secretly" to Pennsylvania, with-
out perm i sion of the au thorities, on ac ount of which 
her assets which remained behind were laid under 
attachment. 
19. Johann Rooss and A br.aham Schweickart from 
iederingelheim likewise went "secretly" to the w 
Land, and their property was confiscated too. One 
Johanes R oss arrived at Philadelphia on the Ship 
Dragon, September 26, 1749; the name following his 
in the ship list is Friedrich Schweickhart (Strassburger-
Hinke, List 137 C ) . 
'The R everend John William Runkel (1749-1832), dis-
tinguished German R eformed minister who served, among 
others, the Carlisle, Lebanon, Frederick, Gettysburg, and ew 
York charges, was born at Oberingelheim, April 28, 1749, 
son of Wendel and J ulia Ann (Wertzel ) Ru nkel. Wendel 
R unkel emigrated with his family in 1764, arriving at Phil-
adelphia on the Ship Richmond, October 20, 1764 (Strass-
burger- H inke, Li t 247 C). The son died at Gettysburg, 
ovember 5, 1832. He kept a copious journal of his life 
and ministry whish is now unfortunately lost. It was used 
to prepare the biography in H enry H arbaugh, The Fathers 
of the German Reformed Church in Europe and America, 
second edition, II (1872), 284-30S.-EDITOR. 
FRUIT HARVESTING 
AND PRESERVATION: 
Folk-Cultural Questionnaire No. 27 
Every Pennsylvania farm in the earlier periods of 
our development included all the types of agriculture 
associated with subsistence farming. The family farmed 
not primarily as a business but for its own support, 
raising the vast bulk of its own food , a nd furnishing 
the majority of the materials used for clothing its mem-
bers. In the line of foods, fruit was .an important item. 
This questionnaire is designed to gather material from 
our readers and informants on the place of fruit and 
fruit foods in Pennsylvania ru r.a I life. 
1. Orchard Fruits . What types of orchard fruits 
did your family grow on its farms? Was there a rem em-
berable time befor e orchards as such · existed, w hen 
farmers had simply a few fruit trees planted at various 
places on the farm? H ow did farmer s protect their 
trees against insects in the days befor e mass spraying? 
Were there beliefs in magical protection of trees, such 
as hanging pieces of iron on them on March 17th or 
other days? H ow was the almanac used in relation 
to fruit trees? 
2. Apple Varieties. W hat were the fa vorit e apple 
varieties grown in your neighborhood? D escribe your 
own favorites and list their advantages and uses. Are 
any of these now rare or no longer available? Did 
any of the apple varieties have local names (examples, 
Tulpehocken, R einert, Good Mary, or others)? 
3. Other Orchard Trees. What were the chief 
varieties of peaches, cherries, pears, plums, quinces, 
and other orchard trees that were common in earlier 
periods? D id any of these have local names? D id 
any farmers grow other rarer fruit trees, such as per-
simmons? Did your farm or neighborhood contain 
wild cherry trees, or crabapples? I f so, were these 
used at all in the farm economy? 
4. Grapes and Grape Arbors. A special farm fruit 
was the grajJe. What varieties did your farm include? 
Where was the grape arbor placed in relation to the 
house and garden? W ere wild grap es available on the 
farm? I f so, how were they made use of? 
5. Fruit Harvesting. H ow was fruit harvested? Who 
usually did the picking? W hat kinds of containers 
were used? Where was the w hole fruit stored? Were 
fruit cellars generally used? H ow common was the 
method of burying fruit over the winter? If you are 
familiar wit h it, describe the process. 
6. Preservation of Fruits: D rying. O ne of the ear-
liest methods of preserving fruits was drying. D escribe 
the methods and equipment used in drying fruits in 
your family and neighborhood. Where and how were 
the dried fruits then stored? H ow were they used 
during the winter? 
7. Preservation of Fruits: Preserving. D escribe the 
types of fruit preserves, jams, jellies, butters, and other 
such concoctions made by your family and neiohbors. 
W e especially seek information on the Pennsylvania 
specialty called applebutter ( P ennsylvania German 
Lattw.aerrick). H ow was it made and w hat was put 
into it as fla voring? H ow long could it last? H ow 
was ap plebutter stored? H ow were the other preserved 
versions of fruits stored? D escriptions of Uschnitzing" 
and ap plebutter parties are particularly requested. 
When and w here were these held? 
8. Preservation of Fruits: Ca nning. D escribe the 
earlier m ethods of canning fruits used on Pennsylvania 
farms. W ere there any methods w hich differed from 
the usual ones today? Where ·and how were the canned 
fruits stored for the winter? 
9. Preservation of Fruits: Wine, Cordial , and Cider 
M aking. Some Pennsylvania farm ers made local wines . 
( For some reason wine-making fr om grapes, w hich was 
so much a part of the Rhineland background of many 
Pennsylvania German families, did not develop to any 
large extent here. What do you think were the reasons 
for this?) When wines were made fr om fruits, w hat 
fruits were used? Were such specialties as U quince 
cordial" known in your family? H ow was cider made? 
H ow w as it preserved and stored for winter use? What 
are applejack, hard cider, cider royal? 
10. Lor e of Fruit Harvest ing and Preservation. 
T here are a great many stories and jokes in circulation 
about certain Pennsylvania f'Ood specialties, especially 
"schnitz" and applebutter. Write these dow n for us, 
also any sayings, proverbs, songs or other lore w hich 
involve references to fruits or their preservation. 
Send your replies to: 
Dr. Don Yoder 
College Hall Box 36 
University of Pennsylva nia 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104 
JUNE 3U-JULY 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 1973 
For The Folk Festival Brochure Write To: 
PENNSYLVANIA FOLKLIFE SOCIETY 
College Blvd. and Vine, Kutztown, Pennsylvania 19530 
An invitation to become a subscriber to the Society's periodical 
PENNSYLVANIA FOLKLlFE, now in its twenty-third year, published 
five times annually, in Fall, Winter, Spring and Summer, plus a 
colorful Folk Festival supplement. Each issue appears in a colored cover, 
with 48 pages of text, and is profusely illustrated. Subjects covered in-
clude : architecture, cookery, costume, customs of the year, folk art and 
antiques, folk dancing, folk medicine, folk literature, folk religion, folk 
speech, home-making lore, recreation, superstitions, traditional farm 
and craft practices, transportation lore and numerous others. 
The purpose of the Pennsylvania Folklife Society, a non-profit corpora-
tion , is three-fold : collecting and displaying the lore of the Dutch Country 
and Pennsylvania; studying and archiving it; and making it available to 
the pUblic. 
